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Preface

Dear business partners,

The sophisticated requirements of our customers and our passion for innovative 
solutions is always the driving force behind our products and services. With 
our solutions for energy management, room and building automation we 
want to combine providing comfort with making a significant contribution to 
protecting our environment.

As our customers and partners, we offer you all services which accompany the 
lifecycle of modern buildings.

In addition to technically equipping new buildings and modernising existing 
properties, our day-to-day business also includes supplying LON replacement 
components across the world. 

By using our products, developers also secure their investments for the future. 
Our best-in-class solutions enable inter-operable system integration for all 
building types. 

This allows us to support and integrate all open protocols at the correct points 
to guarantee transparent access from management level to field level. The 
consistent expansion of our modular I/O system to include an IP controller 
offers our customers a future way to access the Cloud and the “Internet of 
Things”. IP connectivity also guarantees direct connection to BACnet/IP - 
compatible automation level management systems.

Whether it’s for a building conversion, new development or renovation, we 
have the ideal solution for all requirements - such as hotels, for example. With 
our flexible products you can control your applications simply and intuitively 
using your smartphone or tablet - if desired, this can even include a photo- or 
videorealistic display. Monitor what’s most important to you with our cloud 
service for distributed locations.

Our energy management solution connects modular on-site automation 
technology with a web-based energy management portal across all locations. 
This makes it fail-safe and highly available, allowing you access to your energy 
data at any time and from anywhere via your PC, smartphone or tablet. Active 
load management ensures the compliance of your energy consumption.

We want to grow together with our partners and we therefore continually strive 
to develop ourselves further. We believe that in future, Building Information 
Modeling (BIM) will play an increasingly important role in the realisation of 
construction plans. Use of this digital planning brings clear advantages for our 
customers and has already been successfully implemented in initial projects.

Delta Dore Spega remains your reliable partner. We hope that our new 
catalogue provides you with a wealth of inspiration and we wish you the utmost 
success in the realisation of your projects. 

« We are your contacts for high - quality room 
automation - both today and in the future »

Frank Göschick
Managing Director, Delta Dore Spega
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About Delta Dore

Since 2013, Delta Dore Spega has been part of the Delta Dore group.
We have been promoting the continued development of room automation since 2000. We were one of the pioneering 
firms in this field and were the first to recognise the importance of room automation for the energy efficiency and 
profitability of commercial buildings. 

This led to the creation of our room automation system e.control, which represents the most comprehensive and 
functional system of its kind today. 

Within the group, Delta Dore Spega retains its original role: competence centre for room automation. Since becoming 
a member of the Delta Dore Group, we have also been continually expanding our range of energy management and 
building automation solutions.

Delta Dore Group

The best way to make buildings and homes smarter is to give back 
control to the people who live there and thus protect their personal 
data.

We provide efficient, easy-to-operate technical solutions for this 
purpose which meet even the most complex requirements.

For us innovation means developing new solutions to existing 
problems. It’s not about inventing new requirements but offering 
answers to everyday needs.

We want to individually tailor each of our solutions to specific 
requirements so that they can provide real benefits for daily life. 

Smart is the new Power

« It’s important to us that people are right at the centre - of 
buildings and of homes »

Pascal Portelli
Generaldirekor, Delta Dore
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Our French family-owned group is the market leader in solutions  
for connected home and buildings

Founded in 1970

8 subsidiaries 
 in Europe and Asia

 40 partner
countries

€145 million in turnover
1/3 of turnover generated by exports

+10% of turnover for R&D

860 
employees

+ 10,000 
Commercial and industrial sites optimize their 
building performance with our systems

+  3 million homes  
are equipped with our products 

Improving comfort and saving energy by controlling 
equipment either on site or remotely (heating, 
lighting, alarm, shutters, camera, hi-fi, TV, etc.) 

Connected home 

Understanding and controlling buildings to 
optimise energy consumption and provide 
optimum comfort to people in the buildings.

Connected Buildings 
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Powerbat portal

We have always stood for efficient energy and media use made 
possible by intelligent automation and management systems. 
Control systems, measurement and information systems, as well 
as plant and building operations management systems have 
been part of its product range ever since.

Energy efficiency – our driving force

As part of the Delta Dore Group and with over 800 employees 
worldwide, we have countless man-years of experience when 
it comes to  energy management and building automation. 

Over 10 000 buildings throughout Europe have been equipped 
with our modern measurement and automation systems. Based 
on acquired site data, our Powerbat energy management 
portal provides precise information harnessed by the decision-
makers at over 3500 sites.

Count on us

• Les Mousquetaires (food products)
• Carrefour (food products)
• Coop Atlantique (food products)
• BCPE (bank)
•  Union Investment (real estate)
• Günther Spelsberg GmbH & Co.KG (industry)

+References

Your energy costs are constantly rising, and have already 
started eating into profits. In other words, it’s time to act! But 
how? 

There are many options – from optimising energy procurement, 
through on-site generation or investments in more efficient 
plant and machinery, to promoting employee awareness of the 
cost of using energy. But do you or your employees have the 
information you need to make effective decisions?

You like to optimize your energy 
and media consumption?

This is exactly where the Delta Dore energy management 
system Powerbat comes in. As a web service, the portal can be 
accessed by your employees via a browser without having to 
install any software, offering customised information relevant 
to their work e.g. in the form of key performance indicators, 
benchmarks, alarms or trends – displaying the information over 
any period of time and across any number of sites. 

The meter and measurement data needed to present this 
information, together with other data from the building 
management or production control systems, are acquired 
locally by the Delta Dore Spega energy management server 
and automatically transmitted to the Powerbat portal. 
Moreover, business data from ERP systems can be transferred 
directly to the portal; when all these data are linked, you will 
automatically have an information basis on which to rest your 
decisions. 

With Powerbat you get the right tool

Powerbat

Delta Dore’s and Spega’s unique business experience gives you 
a tremendous edge – we not only measure and collect data, 
we also understand the plant and building technology you use. 
Working with you, we are able to transform the raw data into 
valuable information to support you in your daily management 
and decision-making processes.”

We do more than just measure

consultation on request
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Powerbat portal

It goes without saying that Powerbat provides 
ISO 50001-compliant support for your energy 
management system by providing permanent 
measurement of energy data, consumption 
target monitoring,

As well as progress tracking with reference 
to the processed information, which you can 
regularly compile into energy reports as needed.  
This considerably simplifies the proof for you.

Powerbat relieve you in realization  
of ISO 50001

Sit back and relax 
we’ll help you set up your energy management system !

We take care of all the technical details, so that you can stay focused on your core business.

Whether you manage a private sector or public sector 
real estate portfolio, operate a branch network or 
manage a single large property, your core business 
probably does not revolve around designing, setting 
up and operating an energy data measurement and 
processing system. 

What you want is to use a tool that enhances your 
economic efficiency or improves the sustainability of 
your operating model without having to plough valuable 
resources into operation, servicing and maintenance. 

To let you concentrate on your  
core business...

This is why we run Powerbat as a full-service solution 
on a rental basis: As experts in energy and building 
technology, we sit down with you to analyse your 
processes, define key performance indicators and then 
determine the appropriate measurement concept. Upon 
your request we install and service the resulting system. 
This way you can rely on the highest possible availability 
and data integrity. 

..we run Powerbat for you

Powerbat, the right tool to support energy managemant according to ISO 50001

Energy policy

Energy planning

Implementation and 
operation

Management  
review

Internal audit of  
the EnMS

Monitoring, measurement and 
analysis

Checking

Nonconformities correction, 
corrective  

and preventive action

DIN EN 
ISO 50 001

•  Energy management portal as SaaS (software 
as a service)

•  Scalable solution, from a single site to thousands 
of branches

•  Integration of external data from automation 
or inventory control systems

• User-specific information processing
•  Suppor ts the establ ishment of an ISO 

50001-compliant energy management system

Advantages +

Continuous 
improvement
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Powerbat Architecture

The Powerbat energy management solution combines modular 
automation technology on site with a web-based, cross-site 
energy management portal.
The Powerbat portal ensures long-term storage, evaluation 
and visualisation of measured data. Data, key performance 
indicators and graphics can be exported for further processing 
at any time as needed.

The Powerbat portal

Access to the portal is rented on a per-site basis (software-as-
a-service), eliminating investment costs for IT hardware and 
software as well as administrative maintenance overhead for 
the system.

Rent rather than buy

Powerbat is hosted in a professional data centre in Europe 
that guarantees high availability and data security. The 
computing power required for new measurement data, 
key performance indicators and locations is provided 
automatically, and in a way that goes unnoticed by users. 
This way your energy data can be accessed at any time 
worldwide using a PC, smartphone or tablet – a standard 
browser is all you need!

Fail-safe and highly available

Web Services

IoT Plateform

Visualization
Collecting data

IoT Network IP Network

Utility Building - Radio Building - Wired

X3D

Reporting

Automation

Field
S0-impuls 

counter

Analog 
measurement

Digital 
measurement

Customer

OPC

Powerbat

consultation on request
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Powerbat-Portal

Thanks to its flexibly customisable and highly scalable architecture, 
the Powerbat energy management solution 

can be used just as efficiently in large complexes as in small,  
distributed chain stores as in production plants

•  Flexible, freely extensible energy 
management solution

• Automated data collection 
• periodically update for Powerbat
•  Integrated load management 

functionalities
•  Low investment costs
• Worldwide access via web browser 

+Advantages

As hardware to collect all needed datapoints ca be 
used the modular IP controller Energy Box or one of the 
compact DB-series IP controller. All of them can be used 
as energymanagement server and can be customized to 
on-site measurement requirements using theire available 
expansion modules. 

Capture datapoints

As a data logger, the used IP controller reads consumption 
data from meters for electricity, gas, water, district heating, 
etc. via fieldbus or S0 pulse. 
Each Delta Dore IP controller supports the following fieldbus 
protocols: 

• Modbus RTU
• Modbus TCP
• BACnet/IP

Energy data

Using their digital and analogue inputs, the IP controller and 
their expansion modules are also able to capture extensive 
status information, such as temperatures, ambient humidity 
or plant and alarm conditions. 

For instance, machine utilisation times or room occupancy times 
can be integrated into the KPI calculations to make them more 
meaningful. Such information and measurement data can be 
uploaded from legacy systems like BMS, DDC or SPS via BACnet/
IP or Modbus TCP. 

The IP controller automatically sends all acquired data to 
Powerbat.

Status and operating data

Each IP controller performs switching resp. control functions 
using digital and analogue output modules, and provides active 
load management for heating, air-conditioning and ventilation 
systems as well as other energy consumers.

Load management
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For purposes of detailed analysis, Powerbat lets users 
generate their own graphs in which all measured data, 
calculated data points (e.g. virtual meters) and key 
indicators can be represented over a user-defined length 
of time.

Curves, bar charts and stack charts are available for 
visual display.

Powerbat automatically calculates the minimum, 
maximum and average values of all data points during the 
display period. The displayed values can also be exported 
as CSV files for offline analysis.

In the event of red flags when analysing the measurement 
data, measurement data management function also 
offers direct access to the alarm database, allowing 
deviations to be localised rapidly.

...down to the last detail

Powerbat manages several thousand users and sites. 
The portal’s fine-grained rights management feature 
ensures that the user only has access to the sites, 
applications and data relevant to his work at the company.  
Particularly at large enterprises with numerous sites, it 
makes sense to divide the sites into groups and hierarchies 
for ease of management. This way, for example, you can 
define various site types (sales location, logistics centre, 
etc.), or use hierarchies to map geographical relationships 
such as county-region-federal state.

In Powerbat, the structures can be used not only for 
rights management, but also for KPI generation and data 
aggregation.

One portal for everyone... 

The user interface of the Powerbat portal is split into 
a navigation area and an application area. While the 
navigation area has a universal design, the application 
area is tailored to the needs of the individual user. Usually 
it displays a Dashboard with graphical display elements 
(referred to as Widgets) whose layout is specifically tailored 
to the user’s allocated tasks.
After logging on to the portal, each user sees his personal 
home screen. Push-buttons are used to navigate between 
the applications. 

For example:

•  Geographical and lexical site search
•  Measurement and alarm data analysis
•  Document management
•  Action index

The flat hierarchy of the applications makes Powerbat 
very easy to use for occasional users as well.

...easy to use

The Powerbat portal user interface

Navigation

Dashboard

Widget

consultation on request

Powerbat-Portal
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Depending on his role in the company, a Powerbat user may use any number 
of Dashboards, e.g. for use with different tasks or for different sites.

Turning a collection of data into useful information 
 Powerbat Dashboards give you the insight you need.

This way every user gets exactly the information he needs for his daily tasks.

• Simple navigation and user guidance
•  Chart tool for data analysis and export
•  All important information at a glance thanks to 

personalised Dashboards
•  Outstanding support for distributed properties
•  Processing of measurement data by Widgets for 

graphical display
•  Numerous Widgets available
•  Permanent expansion of the existing Widget library
•  Creating customised Widgets guarantees 

information tailored to the customer

+Advantages

The Dashboard is the main application for most Powerbat 
users. The purpose of the Dashboard is to prepare all the data 
of relevance to the viewer in such a way that he is able to take 
in all essential information at a glance. 

For this purpose, a Dashboard is designed in line with the user’s 
specific requirements, by laying out the Dashboard with the 
gauges (Widgets) that suit his needs. These Widgets graphically 
display data of any type, such as site-specific consumption, 
system conditions or temperatures, thereby significantly 
facilitating data analysis.

Customised Dashboards

For example, the purchasing department can use Widgets to 
depict energy consumption by type in a pie chart, or display 
current trend data, thereby enabling its employees to purchase 
tranches of electricity or primary energy resources at the right 
time. The facility manager is able to keep an eye on electricity 
consumption and technical building equipment system states 
over time, allowing him to detect outliers early so as to facilitate 
timely action.

The right information for each user 

Powerbat maintains a catalogue with a wide variety of 
Widgets for laying out the personalised Dashboards. Widgets 
extract essential information from acquired data, and 
processes it for graphical display. By way of example, using 
the top/flop Widget, sites can be benchmarked according to 
KPIs, and then shown in a list of rankings.

The Level Widget (see image) is used to monitor energy and 
power levels and primarily shows the number of times levels 
are exceeded. Many widgets allow you to navigate to a more 
detailed display at the touch of a button.

More information with Widgets

Powerbat-Portal
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DB series

The DB-series IP controllers each provide 
a variety of different hardware inputs and 
outputs. They also offer connection options for 
extension modules and room control devices. 
The DB-70 not only features an Ethernet 
connection to Modbus TCP devices, it also 
has an integrated RS485 interface that allows 
the integration of M-Bus devices (with level 
converter) and Modbus RTU devices.

DB series - compact ...

... and versatile

Both controllers can also be extended to 
include selected modules. Depending on your 
requirements, the controllers can be used for 
room automation, for primary system control, 
or as an energy management server.

•  Web-based monitoring and management 
solution

•  Integrated calendar functionalities
•  Alarm management
•  Integrated Modbus and M-Bus interface
• Automated data transfer to Powerbat

+ Advantages

DB-series IP controllers are freely programmable. A wide selection of pre-
assembled function blocks is available, including:
• Lighting control
• Temperature control (heating/cooling)
• AC unit control
• Meter-based consumption data collection
• Alarm generation
The value chart for every single data point can be recorded, with a freely 
configurable recording interval from 1 to 60 minutes. What’s more, up to 32 
calendars can be created for implementing time switch plans.

Functions for any application

The IP controllers include a secure web server (HTTPS). Alongside e-mail reports 
for alarms and recorded data, they also offer the option of creating freely 
configurable web pages. These can be used for monitoring and managing 
both the controlled systems and the recorded environmental and consumption 
data. Up to 8 different users can be created on the devices, and configuration 
and viewing rights for individual web pages can be modified. When using 
the DB series as an energy management server, the data are automatically 
transferred to Powerbat in regular, configurable intervals.

Management functionality via web services

Powerbat

Air quality

Presence

Switch

Temperature

FanPump Damper Heat Cool Lights

Sensors

Actuators

Meters

Management

Gas / Oil

Electricity

Water

District heating

BMS EMS
The DB series is perfectly suited 
to control and manage small 
industry and service sector sites.
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

DEL-SYS DB-50
compact IP controller with load 
management function

• Digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters (pulse width> 
10 ms) or operating conditions from 
floating contacts

• Single-phase current transformer 
i n p u t  ( m a x .  9 0 A )  f o r  l o a d 
management

• Outputs can be switched as a 
function of time and temperature, 
and based on logic gating of the 
digital inputs

• Extensible by up to 2 DX-510 modules
• Automatic data connection to 

Powerbat

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 14.5VA 

Interfaces:
1 x Ethernet 100Base-T
1 x RJ12 for DX-510
1 x RJ9 for DWM-xx

Inputs:
10 x DI
4 x NTC 10K for temperature
1 x PT 1000 sensor
1 x current transformer

Outputs:
7 x 230V AC, 8A
4 x 230V AC, 2A

Metrics/mounting:  
(HxWxD) 83 x 210 x 58mm 
Mounts on DIN rail

133 850

IP TD230 V

DEL-SYS DB-70
compact IP controller with 
integrated web services

• Digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters (pulse width> 
10 ms) or operating conditions from 
floating contacts

• Universal inputs for different uses like 
0-10V analogue inputs or PT1000 
and many more

• Outputs can be switched as a 
function of time and temperature, 
and based on logic gating of the 
digital inputs

• Extensible by one DX-510 module or 
one DX-230 module

• Automatic data connection to 
Powerbat

•  Integrated web ser v ices  for 
monitoring and management

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 14.5VA 

Interfaces:
1 x Ethernet 100Base-T
1 x RJ12 for DX-510/DX-230
1 x RJ9  for DWM-xx
1 x RS-485

Inputs:
6 x DI
6 x UI:  

- 0-10V 
- 4-20mA     
- PT 1000 sensor
- NTC 10K for temperature    
- DI

Outputs:
7 x 230V AC, 4A (max 0,9 kW)
4 x 0-10V / 1mA

Metrics/mounting:  
(HxWxD) 83 x 210 x 58mm 
Mounts on DIN rail

133 870

IP TD230 V

DB series - IP controller
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

DEL-SYS DX-510
IO Expansion module for  
DEL-SYS DB-50/DB-70

• Digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters (pulse width> 
10 ms) or operating conditions from 
floating contacts

• Single-phase current transformer input 
(max. 90A) for load management 

• 0-10V input for analogue signal 
detection

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 7.5VA 

Interfaces:
1 x RJ12 input from DB-50/DB-70
1 x RJ12 output for DX-510
2 x RJ9 output for DWM-xx

Inputs:
5 x DI
1 x 0-10V
1 x current transformer

Outputs:
4 x 230V AC, 8A
3 x 230V AC, 2A.

Metrics/mounting:  
(HxWxD) 83 x 140 x 58mm
Mounts on DIN rail

110 861

324 230lumina DX-230
DALI Expansion module for 
DEL-SYS DB-70 

•	Ready-to-use module with plug-and-
socket connectors for independent 
controlling of 4 groups of DALI ballasts

• No typical commissioning of the DALI 
groups necessary

• Ideal for retrofit from 1-10V to DALI 
ballast

• Communication ports for 2 DWM-xx
• Relais output for complete switch-off 

of the DALI ballasts

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Interfaces:
1 x RJ12 input from DEL-SYS  
DB50/DX-510/DB-70
2 x RJ9 output for DWM-xx

Outputs:
1 x 230V AC, 10A

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

TD230 V

TD230 V

DB series - Expansion modules
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

930 010
930 011
930 012

Connection cable RJ12

• RJ12 cable for connecting extension 
modules (DX-) to IP controller  
DEL-SYS DB50/DB-70

Length   1 m
Length   6 m 
Length   10 m

Connectors:
RJ12 (6-pole) on both ends

TD

Current transformer for DEL-SYS 
DB50/DX-510

• for cable diameters of up to 10mm

Current range:
max. 90A

Dimensions: 
Outside diameter: 26mm
Size: 8mm

560 849

TD

DB series - Accessories
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

934 520clima DWM-20
 LCD Wall module  
with temperature sensor  

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
LC display, room temperature sensor, 
setpoint adjustment and manual fan 
control

• Display of current temperature, 
setpoint, fan stage and different 
controller states

• Illuminated presence button and 
push buttons for setpoint and 
fanspeed adjustment

DWM-20 Temperature

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
(also directly on flush-mounted box)

934 521
934 526

clima DWM-21 (-rH)
LCD Wall module with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor  

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
LC display, setpoint adjustment, 
room temperature and relative 
humidiy sensor (optional)

• Display of current temperature, 
setpoint and different controller 
states

• Illuminated presence button and 
push buttons for setpoint adjustment

DWM-21 Temperature
DWM-21-rH Temperature, humidity

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
(also directly on flush-mounted box)

TD

TD

DB series - Wall modules
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

DB series - Accessories

TD

930 301
934 311

clima DWM-01 / 11-rH
Temperature sensor or 
Temperature and humidity sensor

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
room temperature and relative 
humidiy sensor (optional)

• DWM-01 equipped with NTC10k 
sensor for connecting to temperature 
input of DEL-SYS DB50/DB-70

• DWM-11-rH equipped with 
temperature and rel. humidity 
sensor, serial communication with  
DEL-SYS DB50/DB-70 and lumina 
DX-230

DWM-01 Temperature
DWM-11-rH Temperature, humidity

Connection:
DWM-01: via 2-wire cable
DWM-11: via separate RJ9 cable

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
also directly on flush-mounted box

930 001
930 002
930 003
930 004
930 005

Connection cable RJ9

• RJ9 cable for connecting DWM-11-
rH, DWM-20 and DWM-21(-rH) to  
DEL-SYS DB50/DB70/DX-510 and 
lumina DX-230

Length   6 m 
Length   8 m
Length 12 m
Length 20 m
Length 30 m

Connectors:
RJ9 (4-pole) on both ends

TD
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E series

The E series consists of the efficient IP controller UC4 as 
well as numerous modules to expand connection options. 
A controller can therefore supply up to 6 expansion 
modules via the internal bus with a maximum power 
consumption of 115W. Using an RAL expansion module, 
additional modules can be connected and can also be 
switched to the next top hat rail.

E series - modular ...

... and flexible

The various ports which the E series offers mean it can 
integrate additional devices of the following bus systems:

• M-Bus (with level shifter)
• Modbus (RTU and TCP)
• BACnet/IP

Depending on the application, all necessary ports can 
be combined in a device  combination. This allows the E 
series to be flexibly used in a variety of application areas 
such as the control of primary systems, room automation, 
collection of energy data and load management.

•  Facilities supervision and real-time control 
of energy consumption

• Integrated calendar functionalities
• Alarm management
• Automated data transfer to Powerbat

+ Advantages

The IP controller UC4 is freely programmable. A wide 
selection of pre-assembled function blocks is available, 
including:
• Lighting control
• Temperature control (heating/cooling)
• AC unit control
• Cascade control
• Meter-based consumption data collection
• Alarm generation 
The value chart for every single data point can be recorded, 
with a freely configurable recording interval from 1 to 60 
minutes. Additionally, weekly and annual calendars can be 
created for the realisation of schedulers.

Functions for any application

The IP controller UC4 include a secure web server (HTTPS). 
Alongside e-mail reports for alarms and recorded data, 
they also offer the option of creating freely configurable 
web pages. These can be used for monitoring and 
managing both the controlled systems and the recorded 
environmental and consumption data.
Furthermore, data points of connected E series controllers, 
DB series devices and other connected devices can be 
acquired and accommodated.
Up to 8 different users can be created on the devices, and 
configuration and viewing rights for individual web pages 
can be modified. When using the E series as an energy 
management server, the data are automatically transferred 
to Powerbat in regular, configurable intervals.

Management functionality via web services

Powerbat

Air quality

Presence

Switch

Temperature

FanPump Damper Heat Cool Lights

Sensors

Actuators

Meters

Management

Gas / Oil

Electricity

Water

District heating

BMS EMS

Designed as a powerful, effective 
and communicative solution, 
Energy Box provides all necessary 
f u n c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  o p t i m a l 
management of medium-sized 
and large industry and service 
sector sites.
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133 801Energy Box UC4
IP controller of the E series

• universal IP controller with integrated 
web services for trending, monitoring, 
alarming and managment

• powers up to 6 expansion modules or 
supplies a total draw of up to 115W via 
the internal bus

•  digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters (pulse width> 
10 ms) or operating conditions from 
floating contacts

• supported fieldbus protocols: 
- Modbus RTU via internal  
  RS-485 interface or  
  COM485 module 
- M-Bus via internal RS-232 
  interface or COM232 module  
  (level shifter required, S.16)

• data exchange with DDC, BMS and 
SPS via 
- Modbus TCP 
- BACnet/IP

• manages up to 720 data points
• automatic data connection to the 

Powerbat portal

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 4A 

Power consumption:
max. 20.5W

Interfaces:
2 x Ethernet 10/100Base-TX 
1 x RS-485
1 x RS-232
1 x internal bus for E series modules 

Inputs: 
8 x DI 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

154 810
930 801

Energy Box RAL
Energy Box CAL Offset cable

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 6A 

Power consumption:
min. 3.3W (no load)
max. 29W

Inputs:
8 x DI

Outputs:
4 x DO 24V DC, max. 250mA

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

Energy Box RAL 
Expansion module for Energy Box 
UC4, with 8DI, 4DO and external 
power supply

• for refreshing the internal bus supply 
for up to six expansion modules or up 
to 115W total power consumption

• digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters or operating 
conditions from floating contacts

• 4 digital outputs for controlling loads 
up to 250mA

• connection to the existion E series 
module combination is done with the 
Energy Box CAL offset cable

E series - Energy Box

TD24 V DC

24 V DC TDRS232 RS485IP
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E series - Expansion modules

Energy Box COM485 
RS-485 Expansion module

•  C o m m u n i ca t i o n  m o d u l e  f o r 
connecting an additional modbus 
line via RS-485

135 806Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
max. 0.4W

Interface:
RS-232, 1200-38400 baud 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

Energy Box COM232 
RS-232 Expansion module

• Communication module for setting 
up an additional M-Bus path (level 
shifter required, in this catalogue)

135 807Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
max. 0.4W

Interface:
RS-485, 1200-38400 baud 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm 
Mounting on DIN rail

Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
max. 0.7W

Outputs:
8 x AO 0-10V, max. 10mA

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

120 804Energy Box 8AO 
Analogue output 8 ports

• Module with 8 analogue outputs
• Voltage modulation: 0-10V
• Resolution: 8 Bit

TD

TD

TD

RS232

RS485
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Energy Box 16AI 
Analogue input 16 ports (0/4-20mA)

• Module for data acquisition with 16 
analogue inputs

• Resolution: 10 Bit

110 801Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Inputs:
16 x analogue input, 0/4-20mA

Power consumption:
min. 0.3W (no load)
max. 1.6W

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

TD

Energy Box 16AI 0-10V 
Analogue input 16 ports (0-10V)

• Module for data acquisition with 16 
analogue inputs

• Resolution: 10 Bit

110 811Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Inputs:
16 x analogue input, 0-10V

Power consumption:
min. 0.3W (no load)
max. 1.6W

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

TD

E series - Expansion modules
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110 802Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
min. 0.3W (no load)
max. 4.8W

Inputs:
16 x DI 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

Energy Box 16DI 
Digital input 16 ports

• Module with 16 digital inputs for 
capturing pulses from S0 pulse 
counters (pulse width> 10 ms) or 
operating conditions from floating 
contacts

Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
min. 3W (no load)
max. 51W

Inputs:
8 x DI

Outputs:
8 x DO 24V DC, max. 250mA

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

130 805Energy Box 8DO/8DI 
Digital I/O 16 ports

• Module with 8 digital outputs for 
controlling loads up to 250mA, such 
as e.g. 24V coupling relays

• 8 digital inputs for capturing pulses 
from S0 pulse counters (pulse width> 
10 ms) or operating conditions from 
floating contacts

TD

Energy Box 16DO 
Digital Output 16 ports

• Module with 16 digital outputs for 
controlling loads up to 250mA, such 
as e.g. 24V coupling relays

Power supply:
via the E series internal bus

Power consumption:
min. 3.5W (no load) 
max. 100W

Outputs:
16 x DO 24V DC, max. 250mA

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 140 x 54 x 55mm
Mounting on DIN rail

120 803

TD

TD

E series - Expansion modules
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156 802PW60
M-Bus level converter

• M-Bus level converter for 60 terminals  
for connection to the E series via 
RS-232

• Integrated power supply of M-Bus 
devices

•  Also controllable via the RS-485 
interface of E series for bridging of 
long transmission paths

Power supply:
24V AC/DC

Power consumption:
max. 16 W

Interfaces:
RS-232, 1200-9600 baud 
RS-485, 1200-9600 baud

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 78 x 70 x 117mm
Mounts on DIN rail

185 800
285 800

RS-485 bus termination

•  Bus terminating resistors on both 
ends of the bus to improve the signal 
to noise ratio

REG for DIN rail mounting
UP    for flush mounting

Power supply:
24V DC

Current consumption:
REG: approx. 30mA 
UP: approx. 1mA

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 18 x 87 x 65mm
Mounts on DIN rail

PW20
M-Bus level converter

• M-Bus level converter for 20 
terminals for connection to the  
E series via RS-232

• Integrated power supply of M-Bus 
devices

156 801Power supply:
24V AC/DC

Power consumption:
max. 7W

Interfaces:
RS-232, 1200-9600 baud

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 78 x 56 x 117mm
Mounts on DIN rail

TD

TD

TD24 V AC/DC

24 V AC/DC

24 V DC

RS232

RS232 RS485

E series - Accessories
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160 821
160 822

CEM-C10
Single phase electricity meter

• Modular single-phase electricity 
meter up to 65A (nom. 5A) with LCD 
display and S0 pulse output

• Programmable pulse output for 
either active or reactive energy

• Display of active and reactive 
energy as well as connection errors 

• Modbus RTU-capable with CEM-M 
module

CEM-C10  uncalibrated
CEM-C10-MID  MID calibrated
 
Voltage:
230V AC

Current:
max. 65A

Interfaces:
S0 pulse output 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 90 x 35 x 61mm 
Mounts on DIN rail

160 823
160 824

CEM-C20
3-phase electricity meter, direct 
measurement

• Modular three-phase electricity 
meter up to 65A (nom. 5A) with LCD 
display and S0 pulse output

• Programmable pulse output for 
either active or reactive energy

• Display of active and reactive 
energy as well as connection errors 

• Modbus RTU-capable with CEM-M 
module

CEM-C20  uncalibrated
CEM-C20-MID  MID calibrated
 
Voltage:
3 x 230V / 400V AC

Interfaces:
S0 pulse output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 90 x 70 x 61mm
Mounts on DIN rail

160 825
160 826

CEM-C30
3-phase electricity meter, transformer 
measurement

• Modular three-phase electricity meter 
with LCD display and S0 pulse output

• Programmable pulse output for either 
active or reactive energy

• Display of active and reactive energy 
as well as connection errors 

• Modbus RTU-capable with CEM-M
• for  .../5A or .../1A current transformer 

(in this catalogue)

CEM-C30  uncalibrated
CEM-C30-MID  MID calibrated
 
Power supply:
3 x 230V / 400V AC 

Interfaces:
S0 pulse output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 90 x 70 x 61mm
Mounts on DIN rail

155 820CEM-M-RS485
Modbus RTU communication
module for CEM electricity meters

• For readout of generated and 
consumed active energy as well as 
reactive energy via Modbus RTU

• Connects to the above meters
• Suitable for connection to E series

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 4VA 

Interfaces:
RS-485, 9600-38400 baud 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 90 x 35 x 61mm
Mounts on DIN rail

230V TD

230V TD

230V TD

230V TD

Universal electricity meter
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166 810B23
3-phase M-Bus electricity meter,
direct measurement

• Detection of active, reactive and 
apparent power and cos phi for 3 
and 4-wire measurement

• 2 programmable pulse outputs for 
generated or consumed active or 
reactive power

• Suitable for connection to E series 
via a level shifter (in this catalogue)

Voltage:
3 x 230 / 400 VAC 

Current:
max. 65 A 

Interfaces:
2 x S0 pulse output
M-Bus

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 97 x 70 x 64.8mm
Mounts on DIN rail

166 811B24
3-phase M-Bus electricity meter,
transformer measurement

• Detection of active, reactive and 
apparent power and cos phi for 3 
and 4-wire measurement

• 2 programmable pulse outputs for 
generated or consumed active or 
reactive power

• for .../5A or .../1A current transformers 
(in this catalogue)

• Suitable for connection to E series 
via a level shifter (in this catalogue)

Voltage:
3 x 230 / 400 VAC

Interfaces:
2 x S0 pulse output
M-Bus

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 97 x 70 x 64.8mm 
Mounts on DIN rail

EMS-30-C
single phase electicity meter 
with pulse output

• Compact electromechanical energy 
meter for active energy

• 6-digit display

CVM-MINI
3-phase power analyzer, transformer 
meter

• Detection of active, reactive and 
apparent power and cos phi for 3 
and 4-wire measurement

• Voltage, current and power factor 
for each phase

• 2 programmable pulse outputs for 
generated or consumed active, 
reactive or apparent power

• for .../5A or .../1A current transformers 
(in this catalogue)

160 820

Voltage:
230V AC

Current:
max. 30 A 

Interfaces:
S0 pulse output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85 x 18 x 64mm
Mounts on DIN rail

165 823
161 823

CVM-MINI Modbus RTU
CVM-MINI LON/FT

Voltage:
3 x 230 / 400 VAC

Interfaces:
2 x S0 pulse output
RS 485 (Modbus) 
or
TP/FT10 (LON) 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85 x 52.5 x 68mm
Mounts on DIN rail

230V TD

230V TD

400V

400V

Special electricity meters
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dialog Web – new perspectives in operation

With the e.control dialog Web server, everyday 
work tools such as the PC or phone can be turned 
into a virtual control device. That opens up new 
perspectives, particularly wherever conventional 
control devices are difficult to install, whether 
from an aesthetic viewpoint or for reasons of 
flexibility of use. 

Using Web technologies like HTML and XML, 
every user can use a Web browser or an IP-
capable phone to access all control functions, 
like adjusting the temperature setting, the 
fan level, lighting, the sunshade or individual 
windows.

The workstation as cockpit

From the point of view of the system integrator, dialog Web is a device with up 
to 150 virtual room control devices, which due to its static network interface 
can be managed just as easily as any other e.control room control device – 
either in combination with the e.control Designer or even fully automatically. 

On the LON side, the server has its own Ethernet connection that is used to 
integrate it into the building automation backbone. As usual with Delta Dore 
Spega, the parameterisation of all functionality is done using production 
plug-ins, which also permit working offline.

Simple system integration

•  Ideally well-suited for flexible (open-plan) 
office environments

•  Supports Web browsers and XML-capable 
IP telephones

•  Meets the strictest of DGNB and LEED 
requirements 

•  Also suitable for buildings with multiple 
rented units 

•  Full administration capabilities by users/
tenants

• Low investment costs

+ Advantages

dialog Web is ideal for buildings with multiple rented units, since integration 
into the tenant‘s LAN is provided through an Ethernet connection separated 
from the building automation backbone, which also provides the Web-based 
administrative access for the tentant to manage their own users, rooms and 
access privileges, and adapt layouts to their corporate design.

Suitable for rental units

In addition to access via Web browser, dialog Web also provides additional 
licenses to permit the integration of IP-capable phones with XML support 
(such as Siemens OpenStage or Cisco Unified IP phones). This permits a 
Web layout to be prepared, then adapted to the display capabilities of the 
telephone with no additional configuration effort.

IP phones welcome
The possibility of operating multiple Web servers 
in a server cluster also means that the number 
of virtual room control devices and users is 
effectively unlimited. The installation of over 
20 servers for more than 2000 workstations 
in one German company demonstrates the 
robustness and performance of the dialog Web 
server cluster. Since administration is handled 
through the master, it is absolutely no different 
from management of a single unit.

We love large buildings

LON

LAN

PC PCIP-Phone

M-series

lumina MS4

L-IP

dialog web

lumina MS4

spegaspegaspegaspega
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dialog Web

dialog Web
Internet web server

• Server for controlling all room 
automation functions via standard 
web browsers or IP phones (optional)

• Static interface for a maximum of 
150 rooms, multiple servers can be 
clustered for unlimited numbers of 
rooms with shared configuration

• Separated building management 
IP network and user IP network via 2 
Ethernet ports

• User administration and access 
r ights  management  v ia  web 
interface

• User-independent licensing per 
room, configurable via LNS plug-in

Server for switchboard mounting
Server as tabletop unit w/ power sup.

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T (LON/IP)
Port 2 10/100 Base T (TCP/IP LAN)

Licenses:
15 licenses for virtual web control pa-
nels included, max. 150 licenses 

Power supply: 
Switchb.: 12 or 24V DC, max. 15 W 
Tabletop: 230 V AC 50Hz

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 49 x 168 x 140mm

443 150
443 151

dialog Web 
Virtual web control panel

• Licenses an additional virtual web-
based room control panel on the 
internet web server dialog Web

• Each room requires one license
• Number of users per virtual room 

panel is unlimited

Web license (per room)

Activation:
Via license file upload from the 
administration webpage. Licenses 
can be upgraded at any time.  

093 101

093 141dialog Web 
Virtual IP phone operation panel

• Activates the XML interface for IP 
phones for a licensed virtual room 
panel

• Supports the following XML-enabled 
IP phones:
- Siemens Open Stage 40, 60, 80
- Cisco Unified IP Phone 7900

• Each virtual room panel with IP 
phone interface requires a license

• Number of phones per virtual room 
panel is unlimited

Add-on license (per room)

Activation:
Via license file upload from the 
administration webpage. Licenses 
can be upgraded at any time.  

TDPlugin24 V DC IP
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Universal room control panels - function and design combined

The e.control universal room control panels 
represent the ideal interface between the 
room user and the automation system. The 
uniform control philosophy for all systems 
replaces conventional “isolated solutions” like 
thermostats, light switches and blinds controls. 
The lighted displays allow e.control room control 
devices to show the user all significant status 
items, graphically and clearly. 

Integration for the user

e.control doesn’t require any particular philosophy of operation. Instead, 
the user can select from one of three concepts:

Operation using buttons: dialog 8, nova LCD
Operation by touch screen: tactio L/S
Operation with rotary/push button: dialog 1

Each of these concepts is consistently and appropriately implemented, so the 
user always has a clear overview. And because the functionality is identical 
on all devices despite the different operating concepts, the user can decide 
on a preferred design freely and without restrictions.

Operation however you like

All universal room control devices include the full e.control functional scope for 
controlling the room climate, lighting and sun protection, as well as presence 
detection and room climate control (see table). That means that the devices 
can be used either as control units for external room controllers such as the 
clima DL-110 (in this catalogue) as well as fully capable heating, cooling and 
air quality controllers in combination with positioning drive actuators in the  
R or M series.  

Full functionality on board 
•  Ideally well-suited for flexible (open-plan) 

office environments
•  Uniform display and operating concept for 

all systems
• Meets DGNB and LEED requirements
•  3 operating concepts wi th the same 

functionality 
•  Suitable as complete room regulator or as a 

control unit for an external regulator
•  Modern high-quality designs in different 

colours

+ Advantages

SCC Command Module Operating unit with built-in temperature sensor for the display of heating/cooling functions and setting 
of presence, temperature settings, and fan level

Dew Point Sensor Internal humidity sensor (optional for tactio)

Occupancy Controller Detects presence using a presence button and (external) presence sensors

Space Comfort Controller Room climate controller for all static heating/cooling systems, fan convectors, VVR system with air qua-
lity regulation, night-time cooling and self-learning start optimisation

Dew Point Calculator Determining the dew point temperature using a humidity sensor

Thermal Controller Automation to integrate a sunshade into room climate control

Scene Panel Calling up and saving of scenes

Switch For operating lighting circuits, sunshade and window motors

Built-in LonMark objects Function
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dialog 8 / nova 8

 8 buttons, pure white
12 buttons, pure white
8 buttons, aluminium
12 buttons, aluminium
 
Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 154 x 83 x 45mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

dialog 8
LON LCD room control panel

• Comfortable display and control 
unit for air conditioning, lighting, 
sunblinds, windows, fans etc.

• Backlit display for temperatures, 
time, date and controller states 

• Available with 8 or 12 buttons
• Integrated temperature sensor
• Application with integrated room 

climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
wi th  BAC Eff ic iency C lass  A 
(EN 15232)

341 508 W  8
341 508 W12
341 508 A 8
341 508 A12

Scale of images approx. 1:3

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

  8 buttons, pure white
12 buttons, pure white
  8 buttons, aluminium
12 buttons, aluminium

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 154 x 83 x 45mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

nova 8
LON LCD room control panel

• Comfortable display and control 
unit for air conditioning, lighting, 
sunblinds, windows, fans etc.

• Backlit display for temperatures, 
time, date and controller states 

• Available with 8 or 12 buttons with 
plastic frame

• Can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 and Merten M-Plan

• Integrated temperature sensor
• Application with integrated room 

climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
wi th  BAC Eff ic iency C lass  A 
(EN 15232)

341 608 W  8
341 608 W12
341 608 A   8
341 608 A 12

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

sistema KNX

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
TP1 (KNX)

Power supply:
24V DC, typ. 12 mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 35 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

sistema KNX
KNX interface for room operation
panels

• Seamless integration of up to 8 
room operation panels with KNX TPI 
interface into the e.control system

• Processing of room temperature, 
relative humidity and air quality

•  Manual control for room climate 
regulation, lights and blinds

•  Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2

157 171

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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341 708 W
341 709 W

White
White with humidity sensor

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 185mA

Equipment:
- TFT display 320x240 pixels, 262k col.
- Capacitive glass touch surface

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 197 x 82 x 52mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

tactio L white
LON Touch room control panel 

• Room control panel with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor, 3.5" 
TFT graphic display and capacitive 
glass surface for intuitive control of 
all climate functions

• 8 additional capacitive touch 
sensors for control of lights, blinds, 
windows or scenes

• Anodised aluminium clip with touch 
sensor for manual logon

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
with BAC Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

341 501 WAluminium / white

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 80mA  

Equipment:
- Display 4x16 characters, backlit
- Control via push and turn knob
- Realtime clock, battery backed
- Buzzer, 3 LEDs (red, yellow, green)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 125 x 125 x 40mm
incl. box for cavity wall or flush mounting

341 701 W
341 702 W

White
White with humidity sensor

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 185mA

Equipment:
- TFT display 320x240 pixels, 262k col.
- Capacitive glass touch surface

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 126 x 82 x 52mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

tactio S white
LON Touch room control panel 

• Room control panel with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor, 3.5" 
TFT graphic display and capacitive 
glass surface for intuitive control of 
all climate functions

• Anodised aluminium clip with touch 
sensor for manual logon

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
with BAC Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

dialog 1 white
Integrated LON room control panel

• Comfortable display and control 
unit for air conditioning, lighting, 
sunblinds, windows, fans etc.

• White backlit display with 4x16 
characters, 3 LEDs and buzzer

• Front and push and turn knob made 
of anodised aluminium

• Free configurable menu with fa-
vourites and scene management

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
wi th  BAC Eff ic iency C lass  A 
(EN 15232)

tactio / dialog 1

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10
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Aluminium / black

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 80mA  

Equipment:
- Display 4x16 characters, backlit
- Control via push and turn knob
- Realtime clock, battery backed
- Buzzer, 3 LEDs (red, yellow, green)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 125 x 125 x 40mm
incl. box for cavity wall or flush mounting

Black
Black with humidity sensor

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 185mA

Equipment:
- TFT display 320x240 pixels, 262k col.
- Capacitive glass touch surface

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 126 x 82 x 52mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

341 708 B
341 709 B

Black
Black with humidity sensor

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 185mA

Equipment:
- TFT display 320x240 pixels, 262k col.
- Capacitive glass touch surface

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 197 x 82 x 52mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

tactio L black
LON Touch room operation panel 

• Room control panel with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor, 3.5“ 
TFT graphic display and capacitive 
glass surface for intuitive control of 
all climate functions

• 8 additional capacitive touch 
sensors for control of lights, blinds, 
windows or scenes

• Anodised aluminium clip with touch 
sensor for manual logon

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
with BAC Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

341 501 A

341 701 B
341 702 B

tactio S black
LON Touch room operation panel 

• Room control panel with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor, 3.5“ 
TFT graphic display and capacitive 
glass surface for intuitive control of 
all climate functions

• Anodised aluminium clip with touch 
sensor for manual logon

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
with BAC Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

dialog 1 black
Integrated LON room control panel

•	Comfortable display and control 
unit for air conditioning, lighting, 
sunblinds, windows, fans etc.

• White backlit display with 4x16 
characters, 3 LEDs and buzzer

• Front and push and turn knob made 
of anodised aluminium

• Free configurable menu with fa-
vourites and scene management

• Application with integrated room 
climate controller according to 
LonMark and VDI 3813-2, complies 
wi th  BAC Eff ic iency C lass  A 
(EN 15232)

tactio / dialog 1

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10
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nova LCD control panels

8 buttons, aluminium

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 45mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

Suitable frames:
nova Rx, 1-3 fold

nova LCD aluminium
LON LCD Room control panel 

• Room control panel with temperature 
sensor, LC display and 8 push buttons 
for setpoint adjustment, presence, 
fan stages, lighting, blinds or scenes

• Backlit display for temperatures and 
different controller states 

• Combinable with up to 8 nova TSx-e 
(in this catalogue) for additional 
push buttons, frame not included

• Application with integrated room 
climate ctrl according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

• Can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 und Merten M-Plan

8 buttons, pure white glossy

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 45mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

Suitable frames:
nova Rx, 1-3 fold

231 618 GW

231 618 A

nova LCD pure white glossy
LON LCD Room control panel

• Room control panel with temperature 
sensor, LC display and 8 push buttons 
for setpoint adjustment, presence, 
fan stages, lighting, blinds or scenes

• Backlit display for temperatures and 
different controller states 

• Combinable with up to 8 nova TSx-e 
(in this catalogue) for additional 
push buttons, frame not included

• Application with integrated room 
climate ctrl according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

• Can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 und Merten M-Plan

920 601 GW 
920 601 A

920 602 GW 
920 602 A

920 603 GW 
920 603 A

R1, single  pure white glossy
  aluminium

R2, double  pure white glossy
  aluminium

R3, 3-fold  pure white glossy
  aluminium

Metrics (HxWxD):
R1:   83 x 83 x 10mm
R2: 154 x 83 x 10mm
R3: 225 x 83 x 10mm

nova Rx
Frames for nova LCD and nova TS

• Combination frame suitable for 
vertical and horizontal installation

• Available in 2 colours and 3 sizes for 
nova LCD room control panels and 
nova push button sensors

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10
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nova Push button sensors

TS2 with LON interface:
pure white glossy
aluminium

TS2-e Extension module:
pure white glossy
aluminium

Network/Power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 35mA (TS-e: 15mA)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

Suitable frames:
nova Rx, 1-3 fold, in this catalogue

nova TS2
Push button sensor 2-gang

• Sensor with 2 push buttons for 
lighting, blind or scene control

• Each button with status LED for 
status indication

• Version TS2 with LON interface 
and connection port for up to 
7 additional TSx-e, application 
with switch profiles according to  
LonMark and VDI 3813-2

• Version TS2-e as extension module 
for nova TS or nova LCD, connection 
via 4-wire cable

• Available in 2 colours, frame not 
included

• can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 und Merten M-Plan

211 602 GW
211 602 A

210 602 GW
210 602 A

TS4 with LON interface:
pure white glossy
aluminium

TS4-e Extension module:
pure white glossy
aluminium

Network/Power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 35mA (TS-e: 15mA)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

Suitable frames:
nova Rx, 1-3 fold, in this catalogue

nova TS4
Push button sensor 4-gang

• Sensor with 4 push buttons for 
lighting, blind or scene control

• Each button with status LED for 
status indication

• Version TS4 with LON interface 
and connection port for up to 
7 additional TSx-e, application 
with switch profiles according to  
LonMark and VDI 3813-2

• Version TS4-e as extension module 
for nova TS or nova LCD, connection 
via 4-wire cable

• Available in 2 colours, frame not 
included

• can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 und Merten M-Plan

211 604 GW
211 604 A

210 604 GW
210 604 A

TS8 with LON interface:
pure white glossy
aluminium

TS8-e Extension module:
pure white glossy
aluminium

Network/Power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 35mA (TS-e: 15mA)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

Suitable frames:
nova Rx, 1-3 fold, in this catalogue

nova TS8
Push button sensor 8-gang

• Sensor with 8 push buttons for 
lighting, blind or scene control

• Each button with status LED for 
status indication

• Version TS8 with LON interface 
and connection port for up to 
7 additional TSx-e, application 
with switch profiles according to  
LonMark and VDI 3813-2

• Version TS8-e as extension module 
for nova TS or nova LCD, connection 
via 4-wire cable

• Available in 2 colours, frame not 
included

• can be ideally combined with Gira 
E2 und Merten M-Plan

211 608 GW
211 608 A

210 608 GW
210 608 A

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10
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Standard 55 Room control panels

e.control Standard 55 room control devices in 
LON or EnOcean technology variants can be 
combined with all Standard 55 switch ranges from 
any switch manufacturer. 

This permits operation to be integrated seamlessly 
into the room design.

Design freedom

All Standard 55 room control devices include the full e.control functional 
scope for controlling the room climate, lighting and sun protection, as well 
as presence detection and room climate control (see table). 

That means that the devices can be used either as control units for external 
room controllers such as the clima DL-110 (in this catalogue) as well as fully 
capable heating, cooling and air quality controllers in combination with 
positioning drive actuators in the R or M series. 

The lighting and sunblinds are operated using switches or pushbuttons from 
the desired switch range that can be connected directly to the digital inputs 
of the room control device.

Full functionality on board 

SCC Command Module Operating unit with built-in temperature sensor for the display of heating/cooling functions and setting 
of presence, temperature settings, and fan level

Dew Point Sensor Internal humidity sensor (for rH models)

Occupancy Controller Detects presence using a presence button and (external) presence sensors

Space Comfort Controller Room climate controller for all static heating/cooling systems, fan convectors, VVR system with air 
quality regulation, night-time cooling and self-learning start optimisation

Dew Point Calculator Determining the dew point temperature using a humidity sensor

Thermal Controller Automation to integrate a sunshade into room climate control

Scene Panel Calling up and saving of scenes

Switch For operating lighting circuits, sunshade and window motors

Compatible switch range for Standard 55 room control devices include:

Compatibility
•  User-friendly display and control concept
• Meets DGNB and LEED requirements

•  Switches and pushbuttons can be connected 
directly

•  Suitable as complete room regulator or as a 
control unit for an external regulator

•  Compatible with switch ranges from well-
known manufacturers

+ Advantages

•  Berker 
S1, B1, B3, B7 glass

•  Gira 
Standard 55, E2, Event, Esprit, 
Profile 55

•  Jung 
AS 500, A 500, A plus,  
A creation, A creation glass

•  Merten 
1-M, M-Smart, M-Plan, M-Arc,  
M-Star, M-Plan glass

Built-in LonMark objects Function
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Standard 55 Room controllers

231 505 W 
231 505 A

Model:       pure white
      aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima LCD
LON LCD Room control panel 
with 4 digital inputs 

• Control panel with temperature 
sensor, LCD and 4 buttons for 
setpoint or fan speed adjustment 
and presence

• 4 inputs for floating contacts, e.g. 
light or sunblind switches, window 
contacts or presence detectors

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application with room climate 
controller according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2, complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 302 W 
231 302 GW 
231 302 A 
231 303 W 
231 303 GW 
231 303 A 
231 304 W 
231 304 GW 
231 304 A 
231 305 W 
231 305 GW 
231 305 A

w/o buttons  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Presence  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Fan speed   pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium
Presence/fan pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network / Power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm

clima RCM
LON Room control panel 
with 4 digital inputs 

•  Control panel with temperature 
sensor, setpoint adjuster and max. 
2 buttons for fan speed adjustment 
and presence

• 4 inputs for floating contacts, e.g. 
light or sunblind switches, window 
contacts or presence detectors

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

•	Application with room climate 
controller according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2, complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 312 W 
231 312 GW 
231 312 A 
231 313 W 
231 313 GW 
231 313 A 
231 314 W 
231 314 GW 
231 314 A 
231 315 W 
231 315 GW 
231 315 A

w/o buttons  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Presence  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Fan speed   pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium
Presence/fan pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network / Power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RCM-rH
LON Room control panel with 
humidity sensor and 4 digital inputs 

•  Control panel with temperature 
and rel. humidity sensor, setpoint 
adjuster and max. 2 buttons for fan 
speed adjustment and presence

•  4 inputs for floating contacts, e.g. 
light or sunblind switches, window 
contacts or presence detectors

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

•  Application with room climate 
controller according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2, complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10
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Standard 55 Room controllers / push button interface

231 301 W 
231 301 A

Model: pure white
 aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO
LON Temperature controller for 
public buildings with 4 digital inputs 

• Continuous-action controller with 
temperature sensor and 2 LEDs for 
energy level and activity

• 4 inputs for floating contacts, e.g. 
light or sunblind switches, window 
contacts or presence detectors 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable 
for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2, complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

211 006 Clumina T6 
LON Push button interface 

• Compact flush mounting device 
connecting installation push buttons 
to LON networks for lighting or 
sunblind control, scene re-calling or 
log-on/-off

• 6 inputs for floating contacts
• 2 outputs 24V, 100mA for control 

lamps, relays etc.
• Suitable for all installation push 

buttons, fits into deep flush mouting 
or cavity wall socket

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 50mA (w/o outputs)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 50 x 50 x 20mm
In cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

NO / NC

6x

231 311 W 
231 311 A

Model: pure white
 aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO-rH
LON Temperature controller with 
humidity sensor and 4 DI

• Continuous-action controller with 
temperature and rel. humidity sensor 
as well as 2 LEDs for energy level and 
activity

• 4 inputs for floating contacts, e.g. 
light or sunblind switches, window 
contacts or presence detectors 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable 
for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2, complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10
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RC series - wireless freedom without batteries

Perfect for common areas: dialog RC-E receives telegrams from up to 32 wireless sensors

Perfect for flexible offices: lumina MS4/RC handles the room’s sensors

Modern office environments rely on flexible 
adaptability in room design. That means that 
walls are no longer fixed in place, but rather 
adapt to workplace organisation. This variability 
is supported perfectly by battery-free sensors in 
the e.control room automation system. 

Room temperature and humidity sensors, with 
or without settings options and buttons for 
operating the lighting or sunshade, can be 
mounted on any smooth surface – either with 
adhesive or screwed in place. No installation 
socket is required.

Flexibility with EnOcean

The standard 55 dimensions of  the wireless 
control devices of the RC series allow the 
combination with the latest switch designs 
from Berker, Gira, Jung or Merten. This permits 
operation to be integrated seamlessly into the 
room design. Single or multiple frames can also 
be used.

Wide variety of design

•  Battery-free EnOcean technology provides 
flexibility

•  Control devices and sensors matching all 
switch designs

•  Radio receiver with optional magnetic foot 
antenna for difficult installation situations

•  Multisensor with built-in radio receiver as 
complete room controller for HVAC, lighting 
and sun protection 

+ Advantages

The dialog RC-E is a receiver for up to 32 radio sensors, which converts the 
transmitted information into LON packets and provides them to other devices 
for further processing. Its mobile antenna provides it with a great deal of 
freedom during installation. 

Even installation outside the optimum reception area, for example in 
suspended ceilings, is no problem thanks to the optional magnetic foot 
antenna.

Dialog RC-E receiver

The lumina MS4/RC multisensor represents an entirely new kind of integration 
of radio control devices and sensors. Mounted on the ceiling, it not only 
receives packets from the radio control devices and sensors mounted in the 
room, but also has the same innovative presence and light level measurement 
system as its little brother the lumina MS4 (in this catalogue). 

Since it therefore has all the sensor data for an entire room, the multisensor 
can act as a complete room regulator, which can handle not only regulation 
of the room temperature, but also support from the sunshade and constant 
light regulation. As a result, the multisensor has all LonMark functional objects 
used in the universal room control devices (in this catalogue), so it meets all 
the requirements of EN 15232 BAC efficiency class A in a single device.

lumina MS4/RC multisensor

RC-GMS4/RC

- + - +

RC-N2
- +

C-N2 RC-N2

RC-G MS4/RC

RC-G

- + - + - +
RC-N2 RC-TS

RC-E

RC-G RC-G

RC-G

RC-TS RC-TS RC-TS

MS4/RC

RC-N2 RC-N2RC-TS RC-TS
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EnOcean radio receivers

911 313 Wlumina MS4/RC-EB 
LON Multisensor w. radio receiver

• Combination of presence detector, 
two light sensors, IR receiver and 
EnOcean radio receiver 

• Input for passive temperature 
sensors (Pt1000, Ni1000) or other 
lumina PM for range extension

• Application supports occpuancy 
evaluation, constant light control, 
thermal control and room climate 
control functions according to 
VDI 3813-2 and BAC Efficiency class 
A (EN 15232)

Model:  pure white

Network / power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 80mA 

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)

Metrics: 
(ØxD) 83 x 65mm 
Fitting dimensions (ØxD): 68 x 45mm

Further specifications:
as lumina MS4, in this catalogue

911 314 Wlumina MS4/RC-AP 
LON Multisensor w. radio receiver

• Same as above but with surface-
mounted housing

• Ceiling mounting via screw holes
• Cable entries rearward or sideward 

with cable duct 20 x 20mm

Model:  pure white

Network / power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 80mA 

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)

Metrics: 
(Ø x D) 89 x 80mm 

Further specifications:
as lumina MS4, in this catalogue

441 301dialog RC-E 
LON Radio receiver

• Radio receiver for converting En-
Ocean telegrams to LON messages 
via LonMark objects

• 32 wireless push buttons or sensors 
assignable

• Application supports following 
f u n c t i o n s :  t e m p e r a t u r e 
measurement, window monitoring, 
signal presence, adjust light and 
sunshade, adjust setpoint and scene 
management

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean) 
with omni-directional antenna 

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 80mA 

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 122 x 54 x 26mm,  
on-wall mounting

412 906dialog RC-A 
Magnetic base antenna

• Magnetic base antenna for dialog 
RC-E when installed in lowered 
ceilings etc. 

• Replaces the standard omni-
directional antenna

Cable length:
2.5 m 

Radio frequency
868.3 MHz

Metrics of antenna: 
(Ø x H) 29 x 88mm

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

24 V DC TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

TD
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Standard 55 Radio sensors

442 511 GW
442 512 GW

dialog RC-TS
Wireless room temperature sensor 
with setpoint adjuster

• Sensor for periodic transmission 
of room temperature and setpoint 
offset

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting on 
plane surfaces 

• Suitable for all 55mm frames (see 
above)

Setpoint   pure white glossy
Setp./presence  pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

442 521 GW
442 522 GW

dialog RC-TS-rH
Wireless room temperature and hu-
midity sensor w/ setpoint adjuster

• Sensor for periodic transmission of 
room temperature, relative humidity 
and setpoint offset

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting on 
plane surfaces 

• Suitable for all 55mm frames (see 
above)

Setpoint   pure white glossy
Setp./presence  pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

442 523 GW
442 524 GW
442 525 GW
442 526 GW

dialog RC-LCD-rH
Wireless LCD room control device 
with humidity sensor

• Display and periodic transmission 
of room temperature, relative 
humidity, setpoint offset and fan 
speed (optional)

• Bi-directional  operation with 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting on 
plane surfaces 

• Suitable for all type 55 frames (see 
above)

Setpoint   pure white glossy
Setpoint/fan  pure white glossy
Setp./fan/pres. pure white glossy
Setp./presence  pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h),
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

dialog RC-LCD
Wireless LCD room control device

• Display and periodic transmission of 
room temperature, setpoint offset 
and fan speed (optional)

•  Bi-directional  operation with 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

442 513 GW 
442 514 GW
442 515 GW
442 516 GW

Setpoint   pure white glossy
Setpoint/fan  pure white glossy
Setp./fan/pres. pure white glossy
Setp./presence  pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h),
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

TD

TD

TD

TD
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Standard 55 Radio sensors and push buttons

442 510 GWpure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

dialog RC-T
Wireless room temperature sensor

• Sensor for periodic transmission of 
room temperature

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting on 
plane surfaces 

• Suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

dialog RC-L1
Wireless push rocker 1-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for one 
group of lights

•  Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 501 W 
442 501 GW

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 502 W 
442 502 GW

dialog RC-L2
Wireless push rocker 2-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for two 
groups of lights

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
-  Berker  S 1 ,  B 1 ,  B3 ,  B7  g lass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
-  Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

442 520 GWpure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, photovoltaic (>200lx@3h)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 20mm
adhere or screw on all plane surfaces

dialog RC-T-rH
Wireless room temperature and rel. 
humidity sensor 

• Sensor for periodic transmission 
of room temperature and relative 
humidity

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting on 
plane surfaces 

• Suitable for all 55mm frames (see 
above)

TD

TD

TD

TD
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Standard 55 Radio push buttons

dialog RC-N1
Wireless push rocker 1-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for one 
group of lights or sunblinds

•  Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 503 W 
442 503 GW

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 507 W 
442 507 GW

dialog RC-N2
Wireless push rocker 2-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for two 
groups of lights or sunblinds

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

dialog RC-J1
Wireless push rocker 1-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for one 
group of sunblinds

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 505 W 
442 505 GW

pure white
pure white glossy

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology/range:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean),  
battery-free, electrodynamic,  
max. 30m inside

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 15mm

442 506 W 
442 506 GW

dialog RC-J2
Wireless push rocker 2-gang

• Sensor transmits push events for two 
groups of sunblinds

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces 

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

TD

TD

TD

TD
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Radio window handles and contacts

apera RC-F
Wireless window contact

• Magnetic contact for monitoring 
window or door status

•  Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC  
(in this catalogue))

• also available with battery for rooms 
with insufficient ambient brightness

• Adhesive or screw mounting  on 
plane surfaces

RC-F:  white
RC-F-B:  white

Other colours available on request

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)
Range:
max. 30m inside

Power supply:
photovoltaic (>200lx@3h), battery-free
or battery CR1220 (RC-F-B)

Metrics/mounting (HxWxD):
Transmitter 110 x 19 x 15mm
Magnet   15 x 10 x 37mm
adhere or screw on window frame

412 901 W
412 907 W

apera RC-G1 white
Wireless window handle

• Aluminium window handle with 
white coating and integrated radio 
transmitter for monitoring the 
window status (open, tilted, closed)

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC  
(in this catalogue)

• Lockable (optional) 

RC-G1: without lock
RC-G1 S: with lock

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Power supply:
electrodynamic, battery-free

Mounting:
on window frame
please specify square pin length

412 902 W
412 903 W

apera RC-G1 aluminium
Wireless window handle

• Aluminium window handle with 
integrated radio transmitter for 
monitoring the window status (open, 
tilted, closed)

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC  
(in this catalogue)

• Lockable (optional) 

RC-G1: without lock
RC-G1 S: with lock

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Power supply:
electrodynamic, battery-free

Mounting:
on window frame
please specify square pin length

412 902 A
412 903 A

apera RC-G2 stainless steel
Wireless window handle

• Window handle made of stainless 
s te e l  w i t h  i n te g ra te d  ra d i o 
transmitter for monitoring the 
window status (open, tilted, closed)

• Compatible with radio receivers 
dialog RC-E and lumina MS4/RC  
(in this catalogue)

• Lockable (optional) 

RC-G2: without lock
RC-G2 S: with lock

Radio frequency/technology:
868.3 MHz (EnOcean)

Range:
max. 30m inside

Power supply:
electrodynamic, battery-free

Mounting:
on window frame
please specify square pin length

412 904 VA
412 905 VA

TD

TD

TD

TD
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lumina MS4 – multisensors consistently imagined

    

Spot measurement for workstations

Integral measurement for common rooms

The lumina MS4 multisensor is the most important 
“sense organ” for an energy-efficient building. Its 
sensors allow it to detect the current room parameters, 
the essential basis for any demand-oriented room auto- 
mation. 
Since the quality of automation also ultimately 
depends on the quality of the multisensor, Delta 
Dore Spega has put consistent thought into the 
development of the new lumina MS4.

Energy efficiency demands MS4 

The large lens with computer-optimised segmentation, 
in combination with the highly efficient PIR sensor 
and digital signal processing, ensures that even the 
smallest movements of sitting people can be reliably 
detected. Automatic ramp-down time adaptation 
also increases energy efficiency, since shorter 
occupancy times result in quicker returns to stand-by 
mode. For large rooms, the detection area can also 
be extended by connecting additional lumina PM 
presence detectors.

Adaptive presence detection

•  High-resolution presence detection with ramp-up 
time adaptation

•  Extension of the detection range by connecting 
presence detectors

•  Perfect constant light regulation using two 
brightness sensors and artificial light correction 

•  Complete room climate regulation with temperature 
sensor connection and built-in regulator

•  Matching infrared remote control with LCD display  

+ Advantages

To meet a wide variety of requirements, the lumina MS4 multisensor 
has two sensors for measuring brightness. Spot measurement in a 30° 
angle is perfect for correct lighting of workstations. The second sensor 
measures integral room brightness as the total of all light coming 
into the lens, making it the right choice for the even lighting of traffic 
areas or other rooms. Since the result from both sensors can be mixed 
by software, even in the form of a continuous fader, the multisensor is 
ready for any room situation.

Artificial light correction learned by software assistant even corrects 
for the frequent problem of measurement results falsified by the lights 
themselves. For example, it can correct for indirect light from suspended 
light fixtures.

Variable brightness measurement

Since the lumina MS4 multisensor has a connection for a room 
temperature sensor (for example built into the ceiling or as a suspended 
sensor), it can use its integrated controller to handle room temperature 
regulation for any heating or cooling system.

Room temperature measurement
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Multisensors

911 113 Wlumina MS4-EB 
LON Multisensor 
for suspended ceilings

• Combination of presence detector, 
two light sensors and infrared 
receiver

• Input for passive temperature 
sensors (Pt1000, Ni1000) or other 
lumina PM for range extension (see 
diagram on next page)

• Application supports occpuancy 
evaluation, constant light control, 
thermal control and room climate 
control functions according to 
VDI 3813-2 and BAC Efficiency class 
A (EN 15232)

Model:  pure white

Other colours available on request

Network / power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA 

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 6.0m   walking Ø 12.0m

Metrics: 
(ØxD) 83 x 65mm 
Fitting dimensions (ØxD): 68 x 45mm

dialog DRC-10 
Remote control for multisensors

• Infrared remote control for multi-
sensor lumina MS4/RC and clima 
DMS-20 (in this catalogue)

• Control of:  
- 4 groups of lights 
- 4 groups of blinds 
- setpoint offset 
- fanspeed 
- presence

• Backlit LC display
• Matching wall holder available 
• Batteries included

Power supply:
2 x 1.5V LR03 Alkaline

Life of battery:
approx. 2 years

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 145 x 61 x 20mm

910 112

911 114 Wlumina MS4-AP 
LON Multisensor 
for surface mounting

• Same as above but with surface-
mounted housing

• Ceiling mounting via screw holes
• Cable entries rearward or sideward 

with cable duct 20 x 20mm

Model:  pure white

Other colours available on request

Network / power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA 

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 6.0m   walking Ø 12.0m

Metrics: 
(Ø x D) 89 x 80mm

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TD
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Presence detectors

910 121 Wlumina PM-EB 
Presence detector 
for suspended ceilings

• PIR presence detector with high 
sensivity for suspended ceilings

• Slave output for direct connection 
to lumina MS4 and MS4/RC for 
detection range extension

• Floating contact for connection to 
binary input modules such as lumina 
Bx or lumina T6

• Changing of the configuration via IR 
remote control (not included)

910 122 Wlumina PM-AP 
Presence detector  
for surface mounting

• Same as above but with surface-
mounted housing

• Ceiling mounting via screw holes
• Cable entries rearward or sideward 

with cable duct 20 x 20mm

Model:  pure white

Other colours available on request

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 40mA   

Terminals:
- Presence:  float. cont., 24V, <10mA
- Slave in: connecting to other 
 lumina PM

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 6.0m   walking Ø 12.0m

Metrics: 
(ØxD) 89 x 80mm

Model:  pure white

Other colours available on request

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 40mA   

Terminals:
- Presence:  float. cont., 24V, <10mA
- Slave in: connecting to other 
 lumina PM

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 6.0m   walking Ø 12.0m

Metrics: 
(ØxD) 83 x 65mm 
Fitting dimensions (ØxD): 68 x 45mm

 Connecting scheme for lumina MS4 and 
MS4/RC with external temperature sensor

Connecting scheme for lumina MS4 and MS4/RC with additional presence 
detectors lumina PM to extend the detection area

24 V AC/DC TD

24 V AC/DC TD

lumina MS4

dialog 
DRC-10

clima T-x lumina MS4 lumina PM lumina PM

dialog 
DRC-10

lumina PM
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

910 210 Wclima T-EB 
Temperature sensor

• S e n s o r  fo r  m e a s u r i n g  ro o m 
temperature in ceiling area

• For connection to multisensors 
lumina MS4 and MS4/RC

Model: pure white

Cable:
0.25mm2 diameter
1 m length (others on request)

Sensor/ range: 
Ni1000
0 ... 70°C

Metrics: 
(Ø x D) 30 x 37mm 
Fitting: 26 x 30mm (Ø x D)

clima T-PK 
Radiation temperature sensor

• Sensor for measuring operative 
temperature (average of  ai r 
a n d  ra d i a t i o n  te m p e ra t u re ) 
in large rooms

• For connection to multisensors 
lumina MS4 and MS4/RC

Cable:
0.25mm2 diameter
4 m length (others on request)

Sensor/ range: 
Ni1000
0 ... 70°C

Metrics: 
(Ø) 40mm

910 212

910 211clima T-PS 
Pendulum temperature sensor

• Sensor for measuring sectional room 
temperature in large rooms

• For connection to multisensors 
lumina MS4 and MS4/RC

Cable:
0.25mm2 diameter
4 m length (others on request)

Sensor/ range: 
Ni1000
0 ... 70°C

Metrics: 
(L x Ø) 100 x 15mm

Accessories

TD

TD

TD
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M series – the modular system

The M series is the modular I/O system with the widest possible 
variety. Up to 8 different modules with up to 64 channels can be 
operated from a universal controller – all, thanks to application-
oriented dimensioning of outputs, without any need for an 
additional amplifier component or coupling relays. In addition 
conventional binary and analogue inputs and outputs, all 
intelligent field devices with DALI, SMI or MP-Bus interfaces are 
also supported. That makes the M series unbeatably compact and 
enormously reduces the cost and effort of wiring.

Everything works together

•  Connection of up to 64 field devices 
from any system with arbitrary controls

•  Supports all intelligent field devices with 
DALI, SMI or MP-Bus interfaces

•  Seamless integration of KNX room 
operation panels with sistema KNX

•  Future-proof through IP connectivity 
and thus ready for the cloud

•  Ideal for decentralised distributors due 
to compact, cost-effective construction

•  Plug-and-play system distributors with 
functional guarantee 

+ Advantages

S series system distribution boxes are manufactured 
on a project-specific basis and are characterised by 
short, error-free installation and connection times on 
the construction site. By using plug connectors, it is also 
possible to provide clearly defined guarantee limits. The 
size of the distributor, the arrangement and position of 
the plug connectors, the output of the power supply 
and additional devices such as overvoltage protection, 
transformers, etc. can all be defined on a project-specific 
basis.

e.control distribution box S 

R ser ies  sys tem d i s tr ib u t ion boxes are a l so 
manufactured on a project-specific basis, but require 
less coordination on the construction site, since 
they are connected using terminal blocks. They 
are therefore perfect for smaller construction jobs.  
A broad cable insertion opening with tension relief and 
foam seals makes the connection of wires convenient 
and comfortable. R series system distribution boxes are 
available in multiple sizes and offer space for additional 
devices.

e.control distribution box R

In room automation, installation concepts with decentralised 
installation or system distribution boxes are increasingly popular, 
thanks to prefabrication and lower fire risk. Since no construction 
plan is identical to any other, and since the variety of field devices 
to be connected is always changing, the e.control M series is the 
perfect solution here. 

To address concerns in terms of prefabrication and functional 
reliability, Delta Dore Spega can also deliver ready-to-use and 
functionally tested sheet steel system distribution boxes in two 
variants:

Ideal for decentralised installations

Various combinations: up to 8 modules with 32 channels can be connected to one controller 

M~ M~
MP-Bus

M

ACSMI

DALI

sistema MC

spega spega spega spegaspega

spega spega spega spegaspega

sistema MC-IP

Various combinations: up to 8 modules with 64 channels can be connected to one controller 
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

M series – Distribution boxes

System distribution box S

• Sheet steel cabinet with quick 
release fastener, accepts all e.control 
devices for DIN rail mounting

• Applicable for instal lation in 
suspended ceilings or false floors

• Quick and accurate mounting 
without opening due to plug-  
connectors

• Project-specific shipment, ready-to-
use and pre-tested

Material/protection:
Sheet steel 1mm zinc plated, IP40

Plug system:
Project-specific

Power supply:
24V DC  via external supply unit or
230V AC  with optional switching  

 power supply 10/30/60/100VA

Metrics:
Project-specific, 
minimum height 70mm

SYS-S

System distribution box R

• Sheet steel cabinet mit quick release 
fastener and cable port with strain 
relief, accepts all e.control devices 
for DIN rail mounting

• Quick and accurate connection 
of preassembled cables due to 
terminal blocks

• Project-specific shipment, ready-to-
use and pre-tested

Material/protection:
Sheet steel 1mm zinc plated, IP40

Terminal block system:
Project-specific

Power supply:
24V DC  via external supply unit or
230V AC  with optional switching  

 power supply 10/30/60/100VA

Metrics:
Project-specific, 
minimum height 70mm

SYS-R
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M series – Lighting modules

Output ports 
(Type, quantity and power)

Digital, floating contact

Input ports 
(Type and quantity)

Order No.

Network type / transceiver

Supply voltage 
Current consumption (max.)

Metrics (HxWxD)

LON Universal controller for 
modular actuators 
for connecting M series 
modules with up to 32 I/O‘s

121 000

TP/FT-10 
FTT10

24 V DC 
40mA 

Parameterisable via software

Controller: supported I/O ports 
Modules: max. claimed ports

Relay 230V AC

Control output 1-10V 
(current sink)

24 (any combination)
32 (DALI, SMI, MP-Bus)

Combinability 
(see also pages 56-59)

85(45) x 35 x 60mm



lumina SA4

Relay module 4 x 16A 
with high-current contacts, 
suitable for electric loads, 
optional with hand op.

 120 104 (w/o op.)
 120 105 (with op.)

via controller 
110mA 

85(45) x 53 x 60mm



4 
(16A)

  Controller   Relay modules

DALI groups 
(max. number of devices)

4

Sensor or actuator type 
(symbol)

  Input module

Digital input 8 ports 
for floating contacts (e.g. 
window contacts, dew 
point or occup. sensors) 

via controller 
60mA



110 008

8

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

NO / NC

8

Presence detection 
Window monitoring 
Dew point monitoring

Light actuator 
Control drive actuator

VDI 3813-2 Functions

Sensor functions

Actuator functions

Application functions Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control 
Manipulated value limiting

24 V DC Plugin.apbFTT 10

sistema MC lumina BE8sistema MC-IP

IP Universal controller for 
modular actuators 
for connecting M series 
modules, with up to 64 I/O‘s

123 000

2x Ethernet (10/100 Base-T)
1x TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

24 V DC 
360 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

64 (any combination)
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lumina SA8

Relay module 8 x 10A 
with high-current contacts, 
suitable for electric loads, 
optional with hand op.

  120 108 (w/o op.) 
120 109 (with op.)

via controller 
200mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm



8 
(10A)

8

Light actuator 
Control drive actuator
Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control 
Manipulated value limiting

4 
(max. 64 DALI devices)

DALI Controller 4 groups 
control and supply of 64 
DALI devices in 4 groups

120 164



via controller 
200mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

lumina DAL4

Control output 4 x 1-10V 
with 4 relays, suitable for 
electronic ballasts for 
fluorescent lamps

 120 144 (w/o op.) 
  120 145 (with op.)



via controller 
160mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

4 
(10A)

lumina ST4

4

4 
(40mA)

8 
(max. 64 DALI devices)

DALI Controller 8 groups 
control and supply of 64 
DALI devices in 8 groups

120 168



via controller 
200mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

lumina DAL8

16 
(max. 64 DALI devices)

DALI Controller 16 groups 
control and supply of 64 
DALI devices in 16 groups

120 166



via controller 
200mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

lumina DAL16

Light actuator

Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control

Light actuator

Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control

Light actuator

Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control

Light actuator

Priority control 
Room utilisation control 
(Stairwell) Light control

4 8 16

  DALI modules

D A L ID A L ID A L I
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M series – Sunblind modules

Sunblind act. 4x230VAC
for motors with 2 limit
switches, interlocking
contacts, optional hand op.

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

4

ombra BA2 / BA2-3E ombra BA4

 120 204 (w/o op.)
 120 205 (with op.)

via controller 
60 mA

Sunblind act. 2x230VAC
for motors with 2 or 3 limit
switches, interlocking
contacts, optional hand op.

           120 202 (w/o op.) 
           120 203 (with op.)
  -3E    120 232 (w/o op.))
  -3E    120 233 (with op.)

via controller 
40 mA

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

2

230V AC

LON Universal controller
for modular actuators
for connecting M series
modules with up to 32 I/O‘s

121 000

TP/FT-10 
FTT10

24 V DC 
40 mA

Motor 230V AC
with 2 limit switches

Motor 24V DC

Motor SMI 230V

24 (any combination)
32 (DALI, SMI, MP-Bus)

85(45) x 35 x 60mm

Output ports
(Type, quantity and power)

Relay modules

Motor SMI LoVo

2 
(250W)

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control
(Stairwell) Light control

Shadow correction

Light actuator
Sunshade actuator
Priority evaluation

Room utilisation control
(Stairwell) Light control

Shadow correction

Motor 230V AC
with 3 limit switches

Light actuator
Sunshade actuator

Order No.

Network type / transceiver

Supply voltage
Current consumption (max.)

Metrics (HxWxD)

Parameterisable via software

Controller: supported I/O ports
Modules: max. claimed ports

Combinability
(see also pages 54-55, 58-59)

Sensor or actuator type (symbol)

VDI 3813-2 Functions

Sensor functions

Actuator functions

Application functions

4 
(250W)

2 
(250W)

sistema MC

  Controller

24 V DC Plugin.apbFTT 10

M~
230V AC

M~

sistema MC-IP

123 000

2x Ethernet (10/100 Base-T)
1x TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

24 V DC 
360 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

64 (any combination)

IP Universal controller for 
modular actuators 
for connecting M series 
modules, with up to 64 I/O‘s
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Sunblind act. 2x230VAC
for motors with incremental
encoder, interlocking
contacts, opt. hand op.

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

ombra BA2-i

 120 222 (w/o op.)
 120 223 (with op.)

via controller 
45 mA

2

2 
(250W)

Sunshade actuator

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control

Shadow correction

Sunblind act. 4 x 24V DC
for 4 DC motors, with 
polereversing output, 
optional with hand 
operation

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

4 
(1.0A)

Sunblind act. 2 x 24V DC
for 2 DC motors with
incremental encoder, with
pole-reversing output

via controller 
25 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

4 groups (broadcast)
(max. 16 motors)

4 2

ombra BA4-DC ombra BA2-DC-i

 120 214 (w/o op.)
 120 215 (with op.)

via controller 
110 mA

      120 242 (w/o op.) 
      120 243 (with op.)

Sunblind act. 4 x SMI
for 4 groups of SMI motors
(broadcast), with status
feedback

230V AC 
1,5 VA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

8 or 16 groups (adressed)
(max. 16 motors)

4

ombra BA4-SMI (LoVo)

BA4-SMI
120 254  (w/o op.)
120 255  (with op.)
120 264  (LoVo, w/o op.)
120 265  (LoVo, with op.)

4 groups (broadcast)
(max. 16 motors)

Sunbl. act. 8 / 16 x SMI 
for 8 or 16 groups of SMI 
motors (adressed), with 
status feedback

230V AC 
1,5 VA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

8 or 16 groups (adressed)
(max. 16 motors)

8 or 16

BA8-SMI / BA16-SMI (LoVo)

Sunshade actuator

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control

Shadow correction

Sunshade actuator

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control

Shadow correction

Sunshade actuator

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control

Shadow correction

Sunshade actuator

Priority evaluation
Room utilisation control

Shadow correction

  SMI Module

/ LoVo / LoVo

2 
(2.0A)

230V AC

M~
24V DC

M-
24V DC

M-

BA8-SMI  BA16-SMI
120 258   120 256 (w/o op.)
120 259   120 257 (with op.)
120 268   120 266 (LoVo, w/o op.)
120 269   120 267 (LoVo, with op.)
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M series – Analogue and digital I/0 modules

via controller 
240 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

8 
(Ausgang: 20mA)

120 348

8

Analogue I/O module 8 p.
with reversible channels
for sensors or actuators
with 0-10V or 4-20mA

via controller 
140 mA

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

clima AA8-10V

Analogue input/output
0(2)-10V, 0(4)-20mA

Universal ports
(Type, quantity and power)

clima AA4-10V

Analogue E/A-Module

Triac 24-230V AC
2-point (PWM) / 3-point (motor)

Relays 3 stage (0-I-II-III)

MP Bus devices
Actuators/sensors

sistema MC

121 000

TP/FT-10 
FTT10

24 V DC 
40 mA

85(45) x 35 x 60mm

  Controller

24 (any combination)
32 (DALI, SMI, MP-Bus) 4

Analogue I/O module 4 p.
with reversible channels
for sensors or actuators with 
0-10V or 4-20mA

120 344

0-10V

M

4 
(Ausgang: 20mA)

LON Universal controller
for modular actuators
for connecting M series
modules with up to 32 I/O‘s

Passive analogue
(Pt1000, Ni1000, NTC<25k)

Input ports
(Type and quantity)

Output ports
(Type, quantity and power)

0-10V/4-20mA

Control drive actuator

VDI 3813-2 Functions

Sensor functions

Actuator functions

Application functions Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

Control drive actuator

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

Temperature measurement
Air quality measurement
Rel. humidity measurement

Temperature measurement
Air quality measurement
Rel. humidity measurement

Order No.

Network type / transceiver

Supply voltage
Current consumption (max.)

Metrics (HxWxD)

Parameterisable via software

Controller: supported I/O ports
Modules: max. claimed ports

Combinability  
(see also pages 54-57)

Sensor or actuator type (symbol)

Plugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

0-10V

M

0-10V/4-20mA

sistema MC-IP

123 000

2x Ethernet (10/100 Mbps)
1x TP/FT-10

24 V DC 
360 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

64 (any combination)

IP Universal controller for 
modular actuators 
for connecting M series 
modules, with up to 64 I/O‘s
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Digital output 4 ports
for 4 thermoelectric or 2
motor-driven actuators
with 24V or 230V AC

über controller
40mA



4 / 2 
(750mA)

120 324

4

2-P/3-P

M

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

Digital output modules

Lichtaktor
Stellantriebsaktor

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

clima LA2-3

Multi-stage switch 230V
2 x 3 stages
for two 3-speed fans with
interlocking relays

via controller 
40 mA

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

120 332

2 
(250W)

clima AA8

2

I-II-III

M~

via controller 
70 mA

85(45) x 70 x 60mm

8 / 4 
(500mA)

8

Digital output 8 ports
for 8 thermoelectric or 4
motor-driven actuators with
24V or 230V AC

120 328

Light actuator
Control drive actuator

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

Control drive actuator

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

clima AA4-MP / AA8-MP

MP-Bus Controller 4/8 ports
for 4 or 8 MP-Bus-compatible 
flap, valve or VAV actuators 
plus sensors

via controller 
45 mA

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

120 354 (4 ports)
120 358 (8 ports) 

4 / 4 or 8 / 8

4 or 8 actuators
4 or 8 sensors

Control drive actuator

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

Temperature measurement
Air quality measurement
Rel. humidity measurement

MP-Bus modules

clima AA16-MPL

MP-Bus Controller 16 ports
for 16 MP-Bus-compatible
flap or valve actuators
(MPL-type)

120 351

via controller 
45 mA

85(45) x 53 x 60mm

16 / -

Control drive actuator

Priority evaluation
Sequence control
Manipulated value limiting

16

2-P/3-P

M

clima AA4

120 324

via controller 
40 mA
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R series – widest selection for distribution boards

In the R series, e.control offers an extensive line 
of LON actuators for distribution boards. 

They include both binary and analogue 
inputs and outputs, as well as actuators for 
intelligent field devices for all functions in room 
automation, with up to 32 channels.

Modules for all systems

The R series offers suitable actuators for all lighting technologies, whether 
switched with high-voltage relays, with 1-10V interfaces, dimmed with 
universal dimmers or controlled via DALI. And all that with 4, 8, 12 or 16 
channels. DALI actuators can even operate up to 128 lights in up to 32 groups. 
Bidirectional communication between the DALI controllers and the actuator 
even permits the detection of lamp failures and other conditions. 

All actuators have parameterisable lights-on and lights-off delays, stairway 
automation and integrated scene administration.

Lighting actuators

•  Widest selection of actuators with 4 to 32 
channels for all systems

•  Actuators for DALI, SMI and MP-Bus field 
devices

•  Manual operation optional

•  Ideal for installation in local networks

+ Advantages
The R series also offers a comprehensive actuator program for sun 
protection technology, with 230V blind drives with 2 or 3 limit switches, 24V 
direct-current motors, and SMI or SMI LoVo drives. For conventional motors, 
actuators are available with 4, 8 or 12 outputs, while the SMI actuators can 
even control up to 32 SMI drives. Status responses from motors are available 
to the building control system, just as for DALI. 

All actuators manage perfect positioning of the sunblind in any intermediate 
position and at any slat angle, and in combination with the ombra BST 
slat tracking controller are suitable for slat tracking control and shadow 
correction. 

They can also handle the priority-dependent management of movement 
commands for weather protection and even complete automation 
functions.

Sunblind actuators

Field devices in HVAC systems can be connected to the extensive analogue 
and digital I/O actuator line of the R series. This includes both inputs for 
0-10V or 4-20mA signals as well as outputs for all types of positioning drives 
with 4 to 16 channels. Every output has functions for position limitation, 
calibration and valve service to prevent freezing. 

The MP-Bus actuator permits up to 16 bus-capable positioning drives to be 
positioned, their response and status values evaluated and also values to 
be read out from measurement sensors connected to the positioning drives.

HVAC actuators
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Switch actuators

121 104 
121 105

lumina RSA4 
LON Switch actuator 4 ports, 16A

•	 Relay module for independent 
switching of 4 electric loads with 
separate feed-in for each output

• High-current relay contacts (120A) 
for capacitive lamp loads:
 incandiscent lamps: 3000W 
halogen lamps: 2500W 
fluorescent lamps: 1500W comp.

•	Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay 
and scene memory with 10 scenes 
per channel

RSA4            w/o hand operation
RSA4-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 150mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 108 
121 109

lumina RSA8 
LON Switch actuator 8 ports, 10A

•  Relay module for independent 
switching of 8 electric loads with 
separate feed-in for 2 outputs

• High-current relay contacts (120A) 
for capacitive lamp loads:
 incandiscent lamps: 2000W
halogen lamps: 1700W
fluorescent lamps: 1000W comp.

•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay 
and scene memory with 10 scenes 
per channel

RSA8  w/o hand operation
RSA8-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 240mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 112 
121 113

lumina RSA12 
LON Switch actuator 12 ports, 16A

•  Relay module for independent 
switching of 12 electric loads with 
separate feed-in for each output

• High-current relay contacts (120A) 
for capacitive lamp loads: 
 incandiscent lamps: 3000W 
halogen lamps: 2500W 
fluorescent lamps: 1500W comp.

• Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay 
and scene memory with 10 scenes 
per channel

RSA12  w/o hand operation
RSA12-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 370mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 192 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 116 
121 117

lumina RSA16 
LON Switch actuator 16 ports, 10A

•	Relay module for independent 
switching of 16 electric loads with 
separate feed-in for 2 outputs

• High-current relay contacts (120A) 
for capacitive lamp loads:
incandiscent lamps: 2000W
halogen lamps: 1700W
fluorescent lamps: 1000W comp.

•	Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay 
and scene memory with 10 scenes 
per channel

RSA16  w/o hand operation
RSA16-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 440mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

4x

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

8x

12x

16x

24 V DC

24 V DC

24 V DC
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

121 164

121 166

lumina RDAL4 
LON DALI Controller 4 groups 

•  Module for supplying and indepedent 
controlling of up to 64 DALI devices 
devided in up to 4 groups 

• Monitoring of lamp status
• Manual switch on/off operation
•  Commissioning via LNS plug-in or 

directly with notebook
•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 

variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory for 10 scenes

lumina RDAL16 
LON DALI Controller 16 groups 

•  Module for supplying and independent 
controlling of up to 64 DALI devices 
devided in up to 16 groups 

• Monitoring of lamp status
• Manual switch on/off operation
•  Commissioning via LNS plug-in or 

directly with notebook
•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 

variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory for 10 scenes

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 240mA  

Load:
Supply of max. 64 DALI devices

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 240mA  

Load:
Supply of max. 64 DALI devices

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 168

121 162

lumina RDAL8 
LON DALI Controller 8 groups 

•  Module for supplying and independent 
controlling of up to 64 DALI devices 
devided in up to 8 groups 

• Monitoring of lamp status
• Manual switch on/off operation
•  Commissioning via LNS plug-in or 

directly with notebook
•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off 

delay, variable dimming ramp and 
scene memory for 10 scenes

lumina RDAL32 
LON DALI Controller 32 groups 

•  Module for supplying and independent 
controlling of up to 128 DALI devices 
devided in up to 32 groups 

• Monitoring of lamp status
• Manual switch on/off operation
•  Commissioning via LNS plug-in or 

directly with notebook
•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 

variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory for 10 scenes

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 240mA  

Load:
Supply of max. 64 DALI devices

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 440mA  

Load:
Supply of 2 lines with up to 64 DALI 
devices each

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

DALI Lighting controllers

D A L I

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

4x

24 V DC

D A L I

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

8x

24 V DC

D A L I

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

16x

24 V DC

D A L I

TDPlugin.apbFTT 10

32x

24 V DC
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

1-10V Lighting controllers and dimmers

121 144 
121 145

lumina RST4 
LON Control output 1-10V, 4 ports 

•  Module for independent switching 
and dimming of 4 groups of electronic 
ballasts with 1-10V interface

•  High current relay contacts (120A) for 
fluorescent lamps with max. 1000W 
(comp.) per channel

•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 
variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory with 10 scenes per channel

RST4  w/o hand operation
RST4-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 
200mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 148 
121 149

lumina RST8 
LON Control output 1-10V, 8 ports 

•  Module for independent switching 
and dimming of 8 groups of electronic 
ballasts with 1-10V interface

•  High current relay contacts (120A) for 
fluorescent lamps with max. 1000W 
(comp.) per channel

•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 
variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory with 10 scenes per channel

RST8  w/o hand operation
RST8-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 360mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 154lumina RDA4-UN
LON Universal dimmer 4 x 570W

•  4  port  universal  d immer for 
incandiscent lamps, energy saving 
lamps, LED retrofit lamps, high-
voltage halogen lamps or low-
voltage halogen lamps with wound 
or electronic transformers

•  Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay, 
variable dimming ramp and scene 
memory for each channel

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 40mA   

Load:
4 x 10... 570VA or 
2 x 10...1140VA  
resistive, inductive or capacitive load 
with auto-detection 

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 90 x 210 x 50mm
DIN rail mounting

1-10V

4x

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

1-10V

8x

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

R,L,C

4x
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Sunblind actuators (AC)

121 202 
121 203

ombra RBA2 
LON Sunblind actuator 2 ports 

•  Relay module for 2 AC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA2 w/o hand operation
RBA2-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 80mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 204 
121 205

ombra RBA4 
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 

•  Relay module for 4 AC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA4 w/o hand operation
RBA4-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 100mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 206 
121 207

ombra RBA6 
LON Sunblind actuator 6 ports 

•  Relay module for 6 AC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA6 w/o hand operation
RBA6-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 140mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 158 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 208 
121 209

RBA8 w/o hand operation
RBA8-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 160mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

ombra RBA8 
LON Sunblind actuator 8 ports 

•  Relay module for 8 AC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

2 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

4 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

6 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

8 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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Sunblind actuators (AC)

121 232 
121 233

ombra RBA2-3E 
LON Sunblind actuator 2 ports 
for AC motors with 3 limit switches 

•  Relay module for 2 sunblind motors 
with 3 limit switches

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA2-3E w/o hand operation
RBA2-3E-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 80mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 234 
121 235

ombra RBA4-3E 
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 
for AC motors with 3 limit switches 

•  Relay module for 4 sunblind motors 
with 3 limit switches

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA4-3E w/o hand operation
RBA4-3E-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 120mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 140 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 222 
121 223

ombra RBA2-i 
LON Sunblind actuator 2 ports 
f. motors with incremental encoder 

•  Relay module for 2 AC motors with 
incremental encoder

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA2-i w/o hand operation
RBA2-i-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 85mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 224 
121 225

ombra RBA4-i 
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 
f. motors with incremental encoder 

•  Relay module for 4 AC motors with 
incremental encoder

•  Max. motor power 250W, inter- 
locked contacts and separate feed-in 
for each port

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA4-i w/o hand operation
RBA4-i-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 130mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

2 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

4 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

4 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

2 x
M~

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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Sunblind actuators (DC)

121 214 
121 215

ombra RBA4-DC 
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 
for 24V DC motors 

•  Relay module for 24V DC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  4 pole-reversing outputs for max. 
current of 1 A per channel, requires no 
separate control unit

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA4-DC w/o hand operation  
RBA4-DC-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 150mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 218 
121 219

ombra RBA8-DC 
LON Sunblind actuator 8 ports 
for 24V DC motors 

•  Relay module for 24V DC motors for 
sunblinds, shutters or windows

•  8 pole-reversing outputs for max. 
current of 1 A per channel, requires no 
separate control unit

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA8-DC w/o hand operation  
RBA8-DC-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 260mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 242 
121 243

ombra RBA2-DC-i 
LON Sunblind actuator 2 ports 
f. motors with incremental encoder 

•  Module for 24V DC motors with 
incremental encoder for sunblinds, 
shutters or windows

•  2 pole-reversing outputs for max. 
current of 2 A per channel, 

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA2-DC-i w/o hand operation  
RBA2-DC-i-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 65mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 244 
121 245

ombra RBA4-DC-i 
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 
f. motors with incremental encoder 

•  Module for 24V DC motors with 
incremental encoder for sunblinds, 
shutters or windows

•  4 pole-reversing outputs for max. 
current of 2 A per channel

•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 
shadow correction control

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each channel

RBA4-DC-i w/o hand operation  
RBA4-DC-i-b  with hand operation
 
Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 90mA  

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

4 x
M

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

8 x
M

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

4 x
M

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

2 x
M

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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SMI / SMI LoVo Sunblind actuators

121 254
121 255
121 264
121 265

121 256
121 257
121 266
121 267

ombra RBA4-SMI (LoVo) 
LON SMI Sunblind actuator 4 ports 

•  Module for accurate positioning of 
max. 16 SMI sunblind motors (230V or 
24V for LoVo) in 4 user-defined groups

•  Monitoring of motor status
•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 

shadow correction control due to 
accurate positioning control (<2°)

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each port

ombra RBA16-SMI (LoVo) 
LON SMI Sunblind act. 16 groups

•  Module for accurate positioning of 
max. 16 SMI sunblind motors (230V or 
24V for LoVo) in user-defined groups

•  Monitoring of motor status
•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 

shadow correction control due to 
accurate positioning control (<2°)

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each group

RBA4-SMI   w/o hand operation
RBA4-SMI-b   with hand operation
RBA4-SMI LoVo           w/o hand operation
RBA4-SMI LoVo-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 50mA 
Mains: 230V AC max. 1.5W

Ports:
4 SMI (broadcast), max. 16 motors

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm (DIN rail)

RBA16-SMI   w/o hand operation
RBA16-SMI-b   with hand operation
RBA16-SMI LoVo  w/o hand operation

RBA16-SMI LoVo-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 50mA 
Mains: 230V AC max. 1.5W

Ports:
SMI (addressed), max. 16 motors

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm (DIN rail)

121 258
121 259
121 268
121 269

121 252
121 253
121 262
121 263

ombra RBA8-SMI (LoVo) 
LON SMI Sunblind act. 8 groups

•  Module for accurate positioning of 
max. 16 SMI sunblind motors (230V or 
24V for LoVo) in 8 user-defined groups

•  Monitoring of motor status
•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 

shadow correction control due to 
accurate positioning control (<2°)

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each group

ombra RBA32-SMI (LoVo) 
LON SMI Sunblind act. 32 groups

•  Module for accurate positioning of 
max. 32 SMI sunblind motors (230V or 
24V for LoVo) in user-defined groups

•  Monitoring of motor status
•  Appropriate to slat tracking and 

shadow correction control due to 
accurate positioning control (<2°)

•  Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as scene 
memory for each group

RBA8-SMI    w/o hand operation
RBA8-SMI-b   with hand operation
RBA8-SMI LoVo     w/o hand operation
RBA8-SMI LoVo-b  with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 50mA 
Mains: 230V AC max. 1.5W

Ports:
SMI (addressed), max. 16 motors

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm (DIN rail)

RBA32-SMI   w/o hand operation
RBA32-SMI-b   with hand operation
RBA32-SMI LoVo  w/o hand operation
RBA32-SMI LoVo-b    with hand operation

Network/power supply:
Type: TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage: 24V DC, max. 100mA 
Mains: 230V AC max. 3.0W

Ports:
2 SMI (addressed), max. 32 motors

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LoVo

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

4 x
M~

4 x
M

LoVo

8 x
M~

8 x
M

LoVo

16 x
M~

16 x
M

LoVo

32 x
M~

32 x
M
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lumina B8 
LON Digital input 8 ports

•  8 inputs for installation push buttons 
or other devices with floating contacts 
(e.g. window contacts, dew point 
sensors or presence detectors)

•  Powerful application for switching and 
dimming lamps, controlling sunblinds 
and recalling or storing scenes

lumina B16 
LON Digital input 16 ports

•  16 inputs for installation push buttons 
or other devices with floating contacts 
(e.g. window contacts, dew point 
sensors or presence detectors)

•  Powerful application for switching and 
dimming lamps, controlling sunblinds 
and recalling or storing scenes

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 60mA   

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 70 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 160mA   

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

111 016

111 008

411 408lumina BK8
LON Digital input module 

•  8 inputs for push buttons or other 
devices with floating contacts (e.g. 
window contacts, dew point sensors 
or occupancy sensors)

•  Plastic case, cable entry points with 
strain relief, protection class IP54 (IP65 
on request)

•  External 24V power supply via bus 
cable

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA  

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 63 x 254 x 180mm

Digital inputs

lumina B24 
LON Digital input 24 ports

•  24 inputs for installation push buttons 
or other devices with floating contacts 
(e.g. window contacts, dew point 
sensors or presence detectors)

•  Powerful application for switching and 
dimming lamps, controlling sunblinds 
and recalling or storing scenes

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 220mA   

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 245 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

111 024

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

NO / NC

8 x

NO / NC

16 x

NO / NC

24 x

NO / NC

8 x
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121 324clima RAA4
LON Digital output 4 ports 

•  Triac outputs for 4 thermoelectric 
or 2 motor-driven actuators with 
24 - 230V AC operating voltage

•  On/off, open/close or pulse width 
modulated operation selectable via 
software

•  Parameterisable pulse-duration, 
output limits and motor runtime

•  Automatic valve maintenance 
function during non-use periods

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 80mA  

Load:
24-230V AC, max. 750mA per output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

4x

121 328clima RAA8
LON Digital output 8 ports 

•  Triac outputs for 8 thermoelectric 
or 4 motor-driven actuators with 
24 - 230V AC operating voltage

•  On/off, open/close or pulse width 
modulated operation selectable via 
software

•  Parameterisable pulse-duration, 
output limits and motor runtime

•  Automatic valve maintenance 
function during non-use periods

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 110mA  

Load:
24-230V AC, max. 500mA per output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm  
DIN rail mounting

8x

121 322

121 326

clima RAA12
LON Digital output 12 ports 

•  Triac outputs for 12 thermoelectric 
or 6 motor-driven actuators with 
24 - 230V AC operating voltage

•  On/off, open/close or pulse width 
modulated operation selectable via 
software

•  Parameterisable pulse-duration, 
output limits and motor runtime

•  Automatic valve maintenance 
function during non-use periods

clima RAA16
LON Digital output 16 ports 

•  Triac outputs for 16 thermoelectric 
or 8 motor-driven actuators with 
24 - 230V AC operating voltage

•  On/off, open/close or pulse width 
modulated operation selectable via 
software

•  Parameterisable pulse-duration, 
output limits and motor runtime

•  Automatic valve maintenance 
function during non-use periods

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 150mA  

Load:
24-230V AC, max. 500mA per output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 158 x 60mm 
DIN rail mounting

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 180mA  

Load:
24-230V AC, max. 500mA per output

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm  
DIN rail mounting

12x

16x

2x

4x

6x

8x

or

Digital outputs

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

2-P/PDM

M

3-P

M

or
2-P/PDM

M

3-P

M

or
2-P/PDM

M

3-P

M

or
2-P/PDM

M

3-P

M
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4x

8x

12x

121 344clima RAA4-10V
LON Analogue I/O module 4 ports

•  Module for 4 sensors or actuators with 
analogue control signal

•  Input or output signal adjustable per 
channel via software: 0-10V, 2-10V, 
0-20mA or 4-20mA

•  Parameterisable output limitation and 
valve maintenance function during 
non-use periods, changeable network 
variables for input signal mapping

Network/power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 180mA

Output current:
max. 20mA each

Input:
10 bit resolution, resistance 100kΩ

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm

121 348clima RAA8-10V
LON Analogue I/O module 8 ports

•  Module for 8 sensors or actuators with 
analogue control signal

•  Input or output signal adjustable per 
channel via software: 0-10V, 2-10V, 
0-20mA or 4-20mA

•  Parameterisable output limitation and 
valve maintenance function during 
non-use periods, changeable network 
variables for input signal mapping

Network/power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 280mA

Output current:
max. 20mA each

Input:
10 bit resolution, resistance 100kΩ

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 105 x 60mm

121 342clima RAA12-10V
LON Analogue I/O module 12 ports

•   Module for 12 sensors or actuators with 
analogue control signal

•  Input or output signal adjustable per 
channel via software: 0-10V, 2-10V, 
0-20mA or 4-20mA

•  Parameterisable output limitation and 
valve maintenance function during 
non-use periods, changeable network 
variables for input signal mapping

Network/power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 420mA

Output current:
max. 20mA each

Input:
10 bit resolution, resistance 100kΩ

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 158 x 60mm

16x

121 346clima RAA16-10V
LON Analogue I/O module 16 ports

•  Module for 16 sensors or actuators with 
analogue control signal

•  Input or output signal adjustable per 
channel via software: 0-10V, 2-10V, 
0-20mA or 4-20mA

•  Parameterisable output limitation and 
valve maintenance function during 
non-use periods, changeable network 
variables for input signal mapping

Network/power supply:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
24V DC, max. 500mA

Output current:
max. 20mA each

Input:
10 bit resolution, resistance 100kΩ

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 175 x 60mm

4x

8x

12x

16x

or

Analogue inputs/outputs

0-10V
0-20 mA

M

0-10V
0-20mA

or
0-10V

0-20 mA

M

0-10V
0-20mA

or
0-10V

0-20 mA

M

0-10V
0-20mA

or
0-10V

0-20 mA

M

0-10V
0-20mA

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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MP-Bus Controllers

clima RAA8-MP 
LON MP-Bus Controller 8 ports

•  Controller module for 8 damper, flap, 
valve or VAV actuators with MP-Bus 
interface

•  Monitoring of actuator status
•  Utilisation of sensors connected to 

MP-Bus actuators (0-10V, resistive or 
floating contact)

•  Parameterisable output limitation 
and valve maintenance function, 
changeable network variables for 
input signal mapping

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 85mA   

Bus connection:
Actuators: 8
Sensors: 8 (via actuators)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 358

clima RAA16-MP 
LON MP-Bus Controller 16 ports

•  Controller module for 16 damper, flap, 
valve or VAV actuators with MP-Bus 
interface

•  Monitoring of actuator status
•  Utilisation of sensors connected to 

MP-Bus actuators (0-10V, resistive or 
floating contact)

•  Parameterisable output limitation 
and valve maintenance function, 
changeable network variables for 
input signal mapping

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 130mA   

Bus connection:
Actuators: 16
Sensors: 16 (via actuators)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 140 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 356

clima RAA16-MPL 
LON MP-Bus Controller 16 ports
for MPL-type actuators

•  Controller module for 16 damper, flap 
or valve actuators (MPL-type) with MP-
Bus interface

• Monitoring of actuator status
•  Parameterisable output limitation and 

valve maintenance function

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 85mA   

Bus connection:
Actuators: 16
Sensors:  -

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 88 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 351

clima RAA32-MPL 
LON MP-Bus Controller 32 ports
for MPL-type actuators

•  Controller module for 32 damper, flap 
or valve actuators (MPL-type) with MP-
Bus interface

• Monitoring of actuator status
•  Parameterisable output limitation and 

valve maintenance function

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 130mA   

Bus connection:
Actuators: 32
Sensors:  -

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 140 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

121 352

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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D series - Compact modules with plug-in connectors

Modern installation systems are increasingly 
based on intelligent plug-in connectors. The 
use of prefabricated wiring saves considerable 
time and significantly reduces costs: operations 
like cutting to length, stripping and connecting 
to terminals are no longer required, while 
wiring and connecting errors are a thing of 
the past.

Delta Dore Spega’s D series impressively 
combines the advantages of installation 
with the advantages of a modular and 
decentralised automation system. The supply 
and output cables are connected to the device 
directly via the gesis connector system from  
Wieland Electric. 

Nothing could be faster !

All the devices of the D series impress by their extremely compact dimensions 
and variable installation straps which facilitate installation directly on site 
in false floors, suspended ceilings or cable routes. This results in the shorter 
cable routes and fewer fire loads. Compared with distribution boxes with 
conventional devices and wired snap-in bushes, the D series is particularly 
appealing because of lower costs, considerably less space requirements 
and the fact there is no longer a need for internal wiring and the related 
potential for faults. 

Ideal for decentralised installations

•  Efficiency class A in accordance with DIN EN 
15232 thanks to multisensor and integrated 
constant light control

•  Can be combined with any ext. module from 
the same system

• Low space requirement

• Fast and simple installation

•  Well-established gesis connector system from 
Wieland Electric

+ Advantages

D series actuators cover all standard controls 
for lighting and sunblind technology. Switching 
actuators and dimming actuators with 1-10V 
and DALI interface are just as available as 
sunblind actuators for AC drives and 24V DC 
motors. LON modules can be combined here 
with any extension module from the same 
system.

Combinable

For presence detection and brightness measurement up to 2 multisensors 
can be connected to the D series modules. With the built-in constant light 
control the dimming modules meet all functional requirements of EN 15232 
BAC efficiency class A.

Lighting in Class A

dialog 
DRC-10

dialog 
DRC-10

dialog 
DRC-10

dialog 
DRC-10

lumina 
DL-230

lumina 
DX-210

clima 
DMS-20

clima 
DMS-20

clima 
DMS-20

clima 
DMS-20

Lamp 1 Lamp 2 Lamp 5 Lamp 6

Lamp 3 Lamp 4 Lamp 7 Lamp 8
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D series - Lighting modules

321 210
324 210

lumina DL-210
LON Switch actuator 4 ports 

• Ready-to-use relay module with 
plug-and-socket connectors for 
independent switching of 4 electric 
loads

• Can be combined with extension 
modules of lumina DX-2x0 series

• Communication p o r t s  f o r  2 
multisensors DMS-20 per module

• Bult-in daylight-dependend switch
• Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off delay 

and scene memory with 10 scenes 
per channel

DL-210 LON module
DX-210 Extension module

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Extension ports:
2 x RJ9 for DMS-20
1 x RJ12 for DX-2x0

Outputs:
4 x 230V AC, 2A each

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

321 220
324 220

lumina DL-220
LON Control output 1-10V 4 ports 

•	Ready-to-use module with plug-and-
socket connectors for independent 
switching and dimming of 4 groups 
of electronic ballasts

• Can be combined with extension 
modules of lumina DX-2x0 series

• Communication p o r t s  f o r  2 
multisensors DMS-20 per module

• Built-in constant light control
• Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off 

delay, variable dimming ramp and 
scene memory with 10 scenes per 
channel

DL-220 LON module
DX-220 Extension module

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Extension ports:
2 x RJ9 for DMS-20
1 x RJ12 for DX-2x0

Outputs:
4 x 230V AC, 2A each

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

321 230
324 230

lumina DL-230
LON DALI Controller 4 ports 

•	Ready-to-use module with plug-and-
socket connectors for independent 
controlling of 4 groups of DALI 
ballasts

• No typical commissioning of the DALI 
groups necessary

• Ideal for retrofit from 1-10V to DALI 
ballast

• Can be combined with extension 
modules of lumina DX-2x0 series

• Communication p o r t s  f o r  2 
multisensors DMS-20 per module

• Relais output for complete switch-off 
of the DALI ballasts

• Built-in constant light control
• Stairwell lighting, switch-on/off 

delay, variable dimming ramp and 
scene memory with 10 scenes per 
group

DL-230 LON module
DX-230 Extension module

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Extension ports:
2 x RJ9 for DMS-20
1 x RJ12 for DX-2x0

Outputs:
1 x 230V AC, 10A

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

4x

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

4x

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

D A L I

1-10V

4x
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D series - Sunblinds modules

321 310
324 310

ombra DL-310
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports
for 230V AC motors 

• Ready-to-use relay module with 
plug-and-socket connectors for 4 
AC motors for sunblinds, shutters or 
windows

• Can be combined with extension 
modules of ombra DX-3x0 series

• Co m m u n i ca t i o n  p o r t s  fo r  2 
multisensors DMS-20 per module

• Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as 
scene memory for each channel

DL-310 LON module
DX-310 Extension module

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Extension ports:
2 x RJ9 for DMS-20
1 x RJ12 for DX-3x0

Outputs:
4 x 230V AC, 2A each

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

321 320
324 320

ombra DL-320
LON Sunblind actuator 4 ports 
for 24V DC motors  

• Ready-to-use module with plug-and-
socket connectors for 24V DC motors 
for sunblinds, shutters or windows

• Integrated 24V DC power supply for 
motors

• 4 pole-reversing outputs, requires no 
separate control unit

• Can be combined with extension 
modules of ombra DX-3x0 series

• Co m m u n i ca t i o n  p o r t s  fo r  2 
multisensors DMS-20 per module

• Parameterisable power-on and 
protection behaviour as well as 
scene memory for each channel

DL-310 LON module
DX-310 Extension module

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 112VA

Extension ports:
2 x RJ9 for DMS-20
1 x RJ12 for DX-3x0

Outputs:
4 x 24V DC, 0.5A each

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

930 010
930 011
930 012

Connection cable RJ12

• RJ12 cable for connecting extension 
modules (DX-) to LON modules (DL-) 
of the D series

Length   1 m
Length   6 m 
Length   10 m

Connectors:
RJ12 (6-pole) on both ends

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

TD

4x
M

4x
M
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D series - Accessories

934 120 Wclima DMS-20
Multisensor for suspended ceilings

• Combination of presence detector, 
light sensor and infrared receiver

• Transmits telegrames of the remote 
control dialog DRC-10 to modules of 
the D series

Model:  pure white

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 4.0m   walking Ø 6.0m

Metrics(M) / fitting dimensions(F): 
(Ø x D) M: 43 x 56mm, F: 35 x 43mm

dialog DRC-10 
Remote control for multisensors

• In f rared  remote  cont ro l  for 
multisensors lumina MS4, MS4/RC 
and clima DMS-20

• Control of:  
- 4 groups of lights 
- 4 groups of blinds 
- setpoint offset 
- fanspeed 
- presence

• Backlit LC display
• Matching wall holder available 
• Batteries included

Power supply:
2 x 1.5V LR03 Alkaline

Life of battery:
approx. 2 years

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 145 x 61 x 20mm

910 112

930 001
930 002
930 003
930 004
930 005

Connection cable RJ9

• RJ9 cable for connecting multisensor 
DMS-20 to D series modules

Length   6 m 
Length   8 m
Length 12 m
Length 20 m
Length 30 m

Connectors:
RJ9 (4-pole) on both ends

TD

TD

TD
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Universal room controllers

Central off dialog
DRC-10

Cooling valveHeating valveFan

clima
DMS-20

clima
DWM-20

clima 
DL-110

Window 
contact

Hotel card 
switch

Dew point 
sensor

Air quality 
sensor

e.control room controllers are first-class when it comes to 
room climate, because they meet all heating, cooling and 
climate control requirements of EN 15232 BAC efficiency 
class A. Built-in regulators support every combination of 
heating and cooling systems, such as radiators, heating/
cooling ceilings, fan convectors, facade ventilation units 
and VAV systems, as well as air quality regulation. They 
also have self-learning start optimisation, summer and 
winter compensation and built-in detection of the dew 
point temperature using an additional humidity sensor. 

Room climate in Class A

•  Room controllers meet the requirements of 
EN 15232 BAC efficiency class A 

•  One for everything:  
the clima DL-110 universal room controller is 
suitable for any HVAC system

•   Simply put the clima DL-110 into operation 
with an innovative integration environment

•  Always matches: clima RCM match your 
switch designs

•  Integrated humidity sensors permit the 
optimised regulation of cooling ceilings

+ Advantages

The new clima DL-110 is a universal room controller that has 
all the connections it needs for top energy efficiency. Wall 
modules with built-in temperature and humidity sensors 
(optional) and optionally with LCD displays, as well as a 
multisensor, can all be connected directly. On the input side, 
the regulator provides a second temperature input and an 
analogue input, for example for air quality sensors. On the 
output side, thermal, motor or continuous positioning drives 
can be connected, a three-level fan and an additional electric 
consumer, such as a heating register.

The new clima DL-110

The e.control room controller series also includes the familiar 
flush-mounted clima RCM/RO-CC controllers and clima RCM-/
RO-FC fan coil controllers. As built-in wall units, they fit into a 
deep flush-mount or in-wall box and have both digital inputs 
and analogue positioning drive outputs. The FC variants are 
intended for connection to an external fan coil box mounted 
in the vicinity of the fan convector to handle its control (see 
connection diagram on page 81 and 83).

Proven flush-mounted controllers

e.control Room controller - Ports

I/O DL-110 RCM-CC RO-CC RCM-FC R=-FC

DWM-xx 1 - - - -

DMS-20 1 - - - -

AI-Temp 2 internal internal internal internal

AI 0-10V 1 - - - -

DO float. 4 6 6 6 6

AO 0-10V 2 2 2 2 (with FCB-10V)

DO 24V 2 - - 2 (with FCB-10V)

DO 230V - - - 2 (with FCB-230)

DO 3R Fan 1 - - 1

DO 230V 8A 1 - - -
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clima DL-110

331 110clima DL-110
LON Universal room controller  

• Compact climate controller for 
fancoil units, static heating and 
cooling or VAV systems

• Communication ports for wall 
module DWM-xx and sensor DMS-20

• Input for 2 temperature senors 
(NTC10k), air quality sensor (0-10V) 
and 4 floating contacts

• Outputs for 3-staged fan (2A), 2 x 
0-10V and 2 x 24V for actuators plus 
1 relay 230V 8A e.g. for electrical 
heater

• LonMark certified application 
according to VDI 3813-2, complies 
with BAC Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply: 
230V AC, max. 10A

Inputs:
2 x RJ9 for DWM-xx and DMS-20
2 x NTC10k for temperature
1 x 0-10V e.g. for CO2, VOC
4 x DI for floating contacts

Outputs:
1 x 230V AC, 8A for el. heater
3 x 230V AC, 2A for fan
2 x 0-10V for actuators or fans
2 x 24V DC for therm./mot. act.

Metrics/mouting: 
(HxWxD) 102(63) x 140 x 52mm 
DIN rail mounting 
or with srew holes

2-P/PDM

M

934 520clima DWM-20
 LCD Wall module  
with temperature sensor  

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
LC display and room temperature 
sensor

• Display of current temperature, 
setpoint, fan stage and different 
controller states

• Illuminated presence button and 
push buttons for setpoint and 
fanspeed adjustment

DWM-20 Temperature

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable (in this catalogue)

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
(also directly on flush-mounted box)

934 521
934 526

clima DWM-21 (-rH)
LCD Wall module with temperature 
and optional humidity sensor  

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
LC display, room temperature and 
relative humidiy sensor (optional)

• Display of current temperature, 
setpoint and different controller 
states

• Illuminated presence button and 
push buttons for setpoint adjustment

DWM-21 Temperature
DWM-21-rH Temperature, humidity

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable (in this catalogue)

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
(also directly on flush-mounted box)

2x

0-10V

M

0-10V

1x

NTC10k NO / NC

4x

I-II-III

TD

TD

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

1x
M

2x2x
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TD

clima DL-110

930 301
934 311

clima DWM-01 / 11-rH
Temperature sensor or 
Temperature and humidity sensor

• Surface-mounting wall module with 
room temperature and relative 
humidiy sensor (optional)

• DWM-01 equipped with NTC10k 
sensor for connecting to temperature 
input of clima DL-110

• DWM-11-rH equipped with 
temperature and rel. humidity 
sensor, serial communication with  
clima DL-110

DWM-01 Temperature
DWM-11-rH Temperature, humidity

Connection:
DWM-01: via 2-wire cable
DWM-11: via separate RJ9 cable

Metrics/mounting: 
(HxWxD) 91 x 84 x 23mm 
wall mounting
(also directly on flush-mounted box)

934 120 Wclima DMS-20
Multisensor

• Combination of presence detector, 
light sensor and infrared receiver

• Transmits telegrames of the remote 
control dialog DRC-10 to the room 
controller clima DL-110

Model:  pure white

Connection:
via separate RJ9 cable

Optical detection (height 3m): 
sedentary Ø 4.0m   walking Ø 6.0m

Metrics(M) / fitting dimensions(F): 
(Ø x D) M: 43 x 56mm, F: 35 x 43mm

dialog DRC-10 
Remote control for multisensors

• In f rared  remote  cont ro l  for 
multisensors lumina MS4, MS4/RC 
and clima DMS-20

• Control of:  
- 4 groups of lights 
- 4 groups of blinds 
- setpoint offset 
- fanspeed 
- presence

• Backlit LC display
• Matching wall holder available 
• Batteries included

Power supply:
2 x 1.5V LR03 Alkaline

Life of battery:
approx. 2 years

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 145 x 61 x 20mm

910 112

TD

TD
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clima DL-110

930 001
930 002
930 003
930 004
930 005

Connection cable RJ9

• RJ9 cable for connecting wall 
modules DWM-11-rH, DWM-2x(-rH) 
or multisensor DMS-20 to universal 
controller clima DL-110

Length   6 m 
Length   8 m
Length 12 m
Length 20 m
Length 30 m

Connectors:
RJ9 (4-pole) on both ends

930 110clima DMB-10
Mounting box

• Sheet steel enclosure with cover and 
DIN rail for mounting room controller 
clima DL-110 

• Cable entries with strain relief on 
both sides

• Additional space for fuse terminal 
block, coupling relays etc.

Material/protection:
Sheet steel 1mm zinc plated, IP10

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 80 x 275 x 255mm

clima A24 
Thermoelectric actuator

• Noiseless thermoelectric actuator 
with optical position indicator

• Type A24-T with on/off control, 
closed when de-energised

• Type A24-10AC / A24-10DC with 
continuous positioning via 0-10V 
signal, closed when de-energised

clima A24-T 24V AC/DC, th.
clima A24-10AC 24V AC, 0-10V
clima A24-10DC 24V DC, 0-10V

Operating current:
typ. 80mA, <320mA on power-on 

Cable length:
1m

Travel / force / time: 
4mm / 100N / approx. 120s

020 325
020 345
020 346

Matching valve adaptors VA 78
VA 26
VA 80
VA 50
VA 50H

Danfoss RA
Giacomini
Heimeier (M30x1,5)
MNG (M30x1,5)
MNG high (M30x1,5)
Others on request

TD

TD

TD
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Standard 55 Room controllers for static heating/cooling

231 342 W 
231 342 GW 
231 342 A 
231 343 W 
231 343 GW 
231 343 A

w/o buttons  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Presence  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Outputs:
0-10V, max. 5 mA each

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RCM-CC
LON Room climate controller 
with 6 DI / 2 AO 0-10V

• Flush-mounting room controller 
with temperature sensor, setpoint 
adjuster and optional presence 
button

• 2 analogue outputs for actuators 
and 6 digital inputs for floating 
contacts or push buttons

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 544 W 
231 544 A

Model:  pure white
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Outputs:
0-10V, max. 5 mA each

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 71 x 71 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima LCD-CC
LON LCD Room climate controller 
with 2 DI / 2 AO 0-10V

• Flush-mounting room controller 
with temperature sensor, LCD and 
4 buttons for setpoint or fan speed 
adjustment and presence

• 2 analogue outputs for actuators 
and 2 inputs for window contacts or 
presence detectors (p. 50)

• Available in 2 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 352 W 
231 352 GW 
231 352 A 
231 353 W 
231 353 GW 
231 353 A

w/o buttons  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Presence  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Outputs:
0-10V, max. 5 mA each

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RCM-CC-rH
LON Room controller with humidity 
sensor and 6 DI / 2 AO 0-10V

• Flush-mounting room controller with 
temperature and humidity sensor, 
setpoint adjuster and optional 
presence button

• 2 analogue outputs for actuators 
and 6 digital inputs for floating 
contacts or push buttons

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10
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Specification Order No.Figure Technical data

Standard 55 Room controllers for static heating/cooling

231 341 W 
231 341 A

Model:  pure white
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Outputs:
0-10V, max. 5 mA each

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO-CC
LON Climate controller for public 
buildings with 6 DI / 2 AO 0-10V

• Flush-mounting room controller with 
temperature sensor

• 2 analogue outputs for actuators
• 6 digital inputs for floating contacts, 

presence detectors or push buttons
• Available in 2 colours, suitable 

for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 351 W 
231 351 A

Model:  pure white
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Outputs:
0-10V, max. 5 mA each

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO-CC-rH
LON Climate controller with humidity 
sensor and 6 DI / 2 AO 0-10V

• Flush-mounting room controller with 
temperature and relative humidity 
sensor

• 2 analogue outputs for actuators
• 6 digital inputs for floating contacts, 

presence detectors or push buttons
• Available in 2 colours, suitable 

for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

clima RCM-CC
clima RO-CC4 Switches

Cooling valve

Heating valve

Window contact

Dew point sensor  

Connecting scheme for clima RCM/RO-CC for static heating and cooling systems

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10
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Standard 55 Fan coil controllers 

231 334 W 
231 334 GW 
231 334 A 
231 335 W 
231 335 GW 
231 335 A

Fan speed  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Fan/Presence pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm, 
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RCM-FC
LON Fan coil controller 
with 6 DI and FCB connector

• Fan coil controller with temperature 
sensor, setpoint and fan speed 
adjuster and opt. presence button

• Control of max. 2 fan coils with clima 
FCB boxes via 3-wire cable

• 6 inputs for floating contacts or bush 
buttons 

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

410 302 
410 322 
410 342

FCB-24  2 x 24V AC/DC + fan
FCB-230  2 x 230V triac + fan
FCB-10V  2 x 0-10V + fan 

Power supply:
24V AC/DC: via 3 wire bus  
230V AC:  separate feed line

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 85 x 130 x 38mm
mounting on fan housing, IP 54

clima FCB
Fan coil box 
for controlling a fan coil unit

• Junction box for three-stage fan and 
2 thermoelectric or continous drive 
actuators (0-10V)

• 2 inputs for floating contacts
• Connectable to clima RCM-FC or 

clima RO-FC via 3-wire cable. Max. 
2 fan coil boxes can be operated in 
parallel.

231 344 W 
231 344 GW 
231 344 A 
231 345 W 
231 345 GW 
231 345 A

Fan speed  pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 
Fan/Presence pure white
  pure white glossy
  aluminium 

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm, 
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RCM-FC-rH
LON Fan coil controller with humidity 
sensor 6 DI and FCB connector

• Fan coil controller with temperature 
and relative humidity sensor, 
setpoint and fan speed adjuster 
and optional presence button

• Control of max. 2 fan coils with clima 
FCB boxes via 3-wire cable

• 6 inputs for floating contacts or bush 
buttons 

• Available in 3 colours, suitable for 
- Berker S1, B1, B3, B7 glass 
- Gira System 55 (E2, Event, Esprit) 
- Jung Series A 500, AS500 
- Merten System M (1-M, M-xxx)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TD
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Standard 55 Fan coil controllers 

231 361 W 
231 361 A

Model:  pure white
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO-FC-rH
LON Fan coil controller with 
humidity sensor, 6 DI and FCB conn.

• Flush-mounting fan coil controller 
with temperature and relative 
humidity sensor

• Control of max. 2 fan coils with clima 
FCB boxes via 3-wire cable

• 6 inputs for floating contacts and 
push buttons

• Available in 2 colours, suitable 
for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

231 331 W 
231 331 A

Model:  pure white
  aluminium

Other colours available on request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 60mA

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 70 x 70 x 49mm
in cavity wall or flush mounting sockets

clima RO-FC
LON Fan coil controller for public 
buildings with 6 DI and FCB conn.

• Flush-mounting fan coil controller 
with temperature sensor

• Control of max. 2 fan coils with clima 
FCB boxes via 3-wire cable

• 6 inputs for floating contacts and 
push buttons

• Available in 2 colours, suitable 
for all USB/TAE cover plates of 
the fol lowing manufacturers: 
B e r ke r,  B u s c h -J a e g e r,  G i ra , 
Jung, Merten, Peha and Siemens 
(cover plate not included)

• Application according to LonMark 
and VDI 3813-2 complies with BAC 
Efficiency Class A (EN 15232)

clima RCM-FC
clima RO-FC

clima FC-B

4 Switches

Heating valve

Cooling valve

Signal contactWindow contact

Fan

Window contact Signal contact

Connecting scheme for clima RCM/RO-FC for fan coil units

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10
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Monitoring of fire dampers

The clima BSK modules are perfect for the monitoring of 
thermal and control of motorised fire dampers. All modules 
include the standardised LonMark “Fire and Smoke 
Damper Actuator” functional profile, which significantly 
simplifies the integration of dampers in the control and 
maintenance of ventilation systems.

Simplified monitoring

•  4 modules for thermal and motorised fire 
dampers are available in 24V and 230V 
variants

•  Uniform software allows the combination of 
all modules in a single system

•  Built-in functional testing for maintenance-
free fire dampers

•  Integration into room automation for more 
energy efficiency

+ Advantages

The BSK modules for motorised fire dampers include 
a test function that is activated centrally, and checks 
for unhindered function during closing and opening. 
This test function meets the requirements for monthly 
functional testing of maintenance-free fire dampers. 

Build-in service function

The integration of motorised fire dampers into e.control 
room automation is significantly simplified by clima 
BSK, since both speak the same protocol language and 
can therefore be integrated into an overall system. For 
example, the specific closing of dampers whose fire section 
is not occupied can be very useful. This reduces the air 
volume to be carried by the ventilation system, leading to 
significant energy savings.

Added-value with room controls
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Fire damper modules

421 404clima BSK4-F
LON Fire damper actuator 4 ports 

•	Module to control 4 fire or smoke 
dampers with 24V AC/DC spring 
return drive

• 8 inputs for floating contacts to 
indicate open-end and closed-end 
position

• External 24V power supply via bus 
cable

• Application according to LonMark 
profile „Fire Smoke Damper Act.“

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 120mA  

Max. load (per relay):
24V AC/DC, 1A

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 63 x 254 x 180mm

Application: 
SC421404EC 4 fire & smoke 
 damper actuators

24V AC/DC

4 x

411 408clima BSK8-E
LON Fire damper position indicator 

• Module with 8 inputs for position 
indicator switches of up to 8 fire 
dampers

• Plastic case, cable entry points with 
strain relief, protection class IP54 
(IP65 on request)

• External 24V power supply via bus 
cable

• Applications according to LonMark 
to initiate and forward fire alams or 
to monitor states of binary contacts

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 65mA  

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 63 x 254 x 180mm

Application: 
SC411408EC 8 fire & smoke 
 damper actuators

411 409clima BSK8-E230
LON Fire damper position indicator 

•	Module with 8 inputs for position 
indicator switches of up to 8 fire 
dampers

• Plastic case, cable entry points with 
strain relief, protection class IP54 
(IP65 on request)

• Integrated 230V power supply
• Applications according to LonMark 

to initiate and forward fire alams or 
to monitor states of binary contacts

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 2W

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 63 x 254 x 180mm

Application: 
SC411408EC 8 fire & smoke 
 damper actuators

230V AC

4 x

421 405clima BSK4-F230
LON Fire damper actuator 4 ports 

•	Module to control 4 fire or smoke 
dampers with 230V AC spring return 
drive

• 8 inputs for floating contacts to 
indicate open-end and closed-end 
position

• Integrated 230V power supply
• Application according to LonMark 

profile „Fire Smoke Damper Act.“

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
230V AC, max. 4W

Max. load (per relay):
230V AC, max. 250W

Metrics: 
(HxWxD) 63 x 254 x 180mm

Application: 
SC421404EC 4 fire & smoke 
 damper actuators

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

NO / NC

8x

NO / NC

8x
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Weather sensors and automation

•  Optimised daylight supply

•  Reliable protection from glare

•  Reduced thermal heating loads  
in rooms

•  Reliable protection from weather-related 
damage

•  Slat tracking control and shadow correction 
depending on the position of the sun, 
without external computers

+ Advantages

ombra BST combines the many requirements for sun protection 
in the perfect manner. The slat tracking controller ensures 
glare-free work while simultaneously taking maximum 
advantage of the daylight. Since it can calculate the exact 
position of the sun and can also use exterior brightness sensors 
to detect its intensity, it can cyclically and precisely adapt the 
position of blinds to the current situation. This ensures that 
every room receives the maximum possible amount of daylight 
– of course, while maintaining the glare protection needed.

Optimised sun protection

In combination with the ombra BST slat tracking controller, 
all e.control sunblind actuators are ready to take shadows 
from surrounding buildings into account. Only those blinds are 
moved with the sun that are actually in the sunshine according 
to the shadows cast on the facade, while the blinds in windows 
in the shade can be positioned for maximum transparency.

Shadow correction

All necessary weather data is provided by e.control 
weather sensors. In addition to the ombra WSx central 
weather station with the capacity to connect up to 12 
sensors, e.control also offers the ombra W2, a decentralised 
weather sensor that is mounted directly onto the facade.

High-precision sensors

It may seem highly complex, but it‘s easy to put it to work: 
The plug-ins for the parameterisation of all the automation 
and safety functions, including slat tracking control and 
shadow correction, require no special expertise and can 
even be adapted during operation by Facility Management 
staff.

Simple system integration
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Slat tracking controller

341 298Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 80mA 

Equipment:
- Display 4x16 characters, backlit
- Real-time clock, battery backed
- 3 LEDs (red, yellow, green)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 125 x 125 x 40mm
Includes box for cavity wall or  
flush-mounting or mounting in 
switchboard front door

ombra BST 
LON Slat tracking controller

• Sun position-dependent positioning 
of slat angles for up to 15 facades or 
venetian blind types

• Supports e.control shadow correction 
in combination with all e.control 
sunblind actuators

• Integrated processing of telegrams 
f ro m  m u l t i p l e  l i g h t  s e n s o r s 
(e.g. ombra WSx or ombra W2)

• Anti-glare or daylight guidance 
strategy independently selectable 
for each group of venetian blinds

• Manual positioning of facade groups 
via user menu

• Integrated time clock for time-
dependent positioning commands

• Password protected user access
• Comprehensive plug-in for step-by-

step parameterisation

Flat slat angles at noon ensure unobstructed view without the sun‘s rays 
directly entering the room.

The low sun position in the morning and evening requires steeper slat angles.

Surrounding shadow-producing buildings are dealt with by the built-in shadow 
correction, i.e. shaded slats are temporarily moved up to ensure maximum 
daylight provision.

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC
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411 298
411 292

ombra WS8/WS12 
LON weather station  
for 8 or 12 sensors

• Sensor unit including power supply 
and terminals for connecting 8 or 12 
analogue weather sensors 

• Compatible with weather sensor 
ombra W7-C, wind direction sensor 
ombra W1-D and 3 additional 
analogue sensors (WS12 only)

• Integrated weather protection and 
sunblind automatic controllers for  
4 facades

ombra WS8 for   8 sensors
ombra WS12 for 12 sensors

Network/power supply:
Type TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage 230V 50/60Hz   

Inputs:
8 or 12 analogue inputs 0-10V

Material/safety class:
Polycarbonate, weatherproof, IP65

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 360 x 254 x 90mm

ombra W7-C 
Combined weather sensor

• Sensor for measurement of: 
- wind speed 
- rain 
- outdoor brightness (3 x) 
- twilight 
- outdoor temperature 
- relative humidity

• Integrated automatic heating as 
condensation protection

• Safety class IP65, weatherproof

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 650mA   

Metering range/accuarcy:
wind: 1...40m/s /  0,5m/s 
rain: yes/no
brightness: 0...150kLx / 3%
twilight: 0...250Lx / 5% 
temperature -20...60°C / 0,5°C
humidity: 0...100% (rel.) / 3%
 
Metrics/mounting:
(HxØ) 430 x 130 mm
Pole- or wall-mounting

ombra W1-D 
Wind direction sensor

• Sensor for indicating wind direction
• Integrated automatic heating for ice 

free usage up to -30°C
• Safety class IP65, weatherproof

Power supply:
24V AC/DC, max. 830mA   

Metering range/accuracy:
direction: 0...360° /  5°

Metrics/mounting:
(HxØ) 220 x 50 mm
Length of vane 165 mm 
Pole- or wall-mounting

410 207

410 204

Weather stations

Traverses

• For pole mounting of one or two 
sensors, e.g. ombra W7-C or/and 
ombra W1-D

• Single traverse suitable for one 
sensor

• Double traverse suitable for two 
sensors

Single traverse for pole Ø   48-102 mm
Single traverse for pole Ø 116-200 mm
Double traverse for pole Ø   48-102 mm
Double traverse for pole Ø 116-200 mm

Length of bracket:
0.4 m (single) 
0.8 m (double)

950 208
950 209
950 206
950 207

TDPlugin.apb230 V FTT 10

24 V AC/DC TD

24 V AC/DC TD
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Compact weather sensor

411 202ombra W2
LON compact weather sensor

• Compact device for daylight and 
temperature-dependent controls

• Integrated light and temperature 
sensor

• With terminal for wind speed sensor 
ombra W1-Wh or rain sensor ombra 
W1-R

• Safety class IP54, weatherproof, 
mounting angle enclosed

Network/power supply:
Type TP/FT-10 (FTT10)
Voltage 24V DC, max. 20mA  

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 93 x 72 x 57mm
Pole- or wall-mounting 

ombra W1-Wh 
Wind speed sensor for ombra W2

• Compact sensor for vectorial wind 
speed measurement

• Connectable to compact weather 
sensor ombra W2

• Integrated automatic heating for ice 
free usage up to -30°C

• Safety class IP54, weatherproof, 
mounting angle enclosed

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 1A   

Measurement signal:
Pulse, reed contact

Measurement range:
0.5...40 m/s

Metrics/mounting:
(HxØ) 160 x 134mm
Pole- or wall-mounting

410 203

ombra W1-R 
Rain sensor for ombra W2

• Compact sensor for rain and snow 
detection

• Connectable to compact weather 
sensor ombra W2 or to any binary 
input (e.g. lumina T6/B8)

• Integrated automatic heating for ice 
free usage up to -30°C

• Safety class IP66, weatherproof, 
mounting angle enclosed

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 750mA

Measurement signal:
Binary, floating contact

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 49 x 77 x 25mm
Pole- or wall-mounting

410 202

ombra W1-K 
Terminal box for ombra W2

• For wiring wind speed sensor or rain 
sensor to compact weather sensor 
ombra W2

• With terminal block for power supply, 
LON bus and sensor signal

• Safety class IP65, weatherproof

Material:
Polycarbonate

Accessories:
8 terminal blocks 2,5mm 
3 screwed cable glands IP65

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 140 x 140 x 80mm

950 201

TDPlugin.apbFTT 1024 V DC

24 V DC TD

24 V DC TD
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Automation server & network infrastructure

*max. number of LON/IP devices per logical IP channel when using L-IP routers 
(Source: Echelon Wiring Guidelines, Version 10/2009)

Network Transceiver Transferrate Cable type Topology max. 
devices

Device 
distance

max. bus 
length

TP/FT 
(LON/
FT)

FTT10 78kbit/s

J-Y(St)Y 
2x2x0,8

free 
line

64 
64

320 m 
900 m

500 m 
900 m

Category 5 free 
line

64 
64

250 m 
900 m

450 m 
900 m

Belden 
8471/85102

free 
line

64 
64

400 m 
2.700 m

500 m 
2.700 m

EIA 852 
(LON/IP) 10BaseT >10Mbit/s various star 256* unlimited unlimited

Overview of maximum cable lengths

•  High-performance room automation 
network with up to 256 floors/areas and 
32,000 devices

•  Use of a shared IP network backbone with 
building automation

•  Automatic room-by-room BACnet integration 
using e.cntrol floor controllers

•  Integration of touch panels into the IP 
backbone fully supported

+ Advantages

LON networks can be of nearly any size. An IP network 
is used as the backbone and to connect to external 
systems. The transition to the installation level is 
provided on each floor, using IP routers. These routers 
forward LON packets to room automation units through 
one or more twisted-pair lines in any topology. This 
permits networks to be built with 256 floors or areas 
and over 32,000 devices, with no problems at all  
(see diagram above).

Network of any size

The central backbone of the e.control room automation 
system is an IP network with the LON/IP protocol for 
communication between room automation devices (for 
example, a packet from the weather station to all the 
sunblind actuators) and BACnet/IP for communication 
with external systems, for example, to talk to building 
management software or the DDC automation stations. 

Thanks to the option of sharing use of an IP network with 
all the subsystems of building automation, a clear, high-
performance system structure results. 

Universal IP backbone

e.control floor controllers handle all important automation 
functions for the rooms on a single floor, such as provision of 
all data points, processing of timer programs, recording data 
trends and generating messages. To do that, they use the BACnet 
protocol, ensuring that integration into building management 
systems takes place problem-free, quickly and clearly. 

The floor controllers guarantee that by automatically sorting all 
objects by room, even when the e.control room automation system 
is organised by segment in flexible buildings.
And because the floor controller is managed in the graphical 
e.control Designer software, even updates to all BACnet objects 
are automatic whenever rooms are changed. Room automation 
integration simply can’t be easier than that. 

BACnet integration included

- + - +

- +- +

L-IP

Floor controler

T

e.control e.control

BMS

DDC DDC DDC

LON/IP, BACnet/IP

L-IP

Floor controler

T

LT e.control e.control

LT

floor n

floor 1

Basement
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131 020sistema RC2 
LON Application controller

• Compact device for different control 
applications or logic processings

• Various software applications 
available at our homepage or on 
request

Network:
TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 40mA   

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 35 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

Available applications (selection):
131020FH:  Floor hub for segmentation 
   of central functions 
131020PW:  Partition wall controller 
131020LG:  logic controller 
131020SC:  4 temperature controllers 
  with thermal control

sistema LGATE950
BACnet Floor controller

• Server for automation floor functions 
like data point presentation, time 
scheduling, trend logging and event 
notification as BACnet server objects

• Room-by-room grouping of BACnet 
objects for easy integration in building 
management software

• BACnet Building Controller (B-BC)
• Operation via LON/IP oder TP/FT-10
• Can be used as remote network 

interface (RNI)
• static network interface with separate 

function block per room
• Automatic re-configuration with 

e.control Designer (in this catalogue)
• Supplied with preconfigured program 

for up to 60 rooms and LNS plug-in for 
free configuration

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T  
 (BACnet/IP, LON/IP)
Port 2 10/100 Base-T  
 (BACnet/IP, LON/IP) 
Port 3 TP/FT-10 (FTT10)

Resources:
BACnet objects  1000
BACnet trend logs    512
BACnet not. class obj.  32
LON network var.  2000
Schedulers    100

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 157 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

133 950

TDPlugin.apb24 V AC/DC

TD.apbFTT 1024 V DC

IP
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Automationsserver & Netzwerkinfrastruktur

L-IP 3ECTC 
LON/IP Router

• Routes packets between TP/FT-10 
segment and IP networks

• Preferably used as LON/IP backbone 
router

• Build-in web server for admin. 
and LON/IP configuration server

• Firmware update and network 
diagnostics via LSD tool 

• Protocol analysis via LPA-IP tool

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T (Ethernet)
Port 2 TP/FT-10

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Termination:
external for TP/FT segment (p. 97)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 104 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LIP-3ECTC

L-IP 33ECTC 
LON/IP 2 port router

• Routes packets between two TP/FT-
10 segments and IP networks

• Preferably used as LON/IP backbone 
router

• Build-in web server for admin. 
and LON/IP configuration server

• Firmware update and network 
diagnostics via LSD tool 

• Protocol analysis via LPA-IP tool

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T (Ethernet)
Port 2+3 TP/FT-10

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Termination:
external for TP/FT segments (p. 93)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 104 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LIP-33ECTC

L-IP 3333ECTC 
LON/IP 4 port router

• Routes packets between four TP/
FT-10 segments and IP networks

• Preferably used as LON/IP backbone 
router

• Build-in web server for admin. 
and LON/IP configuration server

• Firmware update and network 
diagnostics via LSD tool 

• Protocol analysis via LPA-IP tool

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T (Ethernet)
Port 2-5 TP/FT-10

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Termination:
external for TP/FT segments (p. 93)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 157 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LIP-3333ECTC

L-PROXY 
LON Gateway

• Gateway for transmitting tele-
grams between 3 LON/IP and  
2 TP/FT-10 segments

• Provides data interchange across 
domain boundaries and different 
LNS databases

• Proxy functionality by mapping 
input NV’s to output NV’s (e.g. to 
overcome alias limitations)

• Configurable via LNS plug-in

Network:
Port 1 10/100 Base-T (LON/IP)
Port 2-3 TP/FT-10 (LON/TP)

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 104 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LP-33E100

TD24 V AC/DC IP

TD24 V AC/DC IP

TD24 V AC/DC IP

FTT 10

FTT 10

FTT 10

TD24 V AC/DC IP FTT 10 Plugin
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RT-33RT-33 
LON Repeater

• Signal amplifier connecting two  
TP/FT-10 segments

• Separate clamps for power supply 
and for electromagnetic shielding

• Connection via coloured bus clamps

Network:
Port 1-2:  TP/FT-10

Power supply:
24V DC, max. 20mA  

Termination:
external for TP/FT segments 
(see below)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 53 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LS-33 CB 
LON 2 port router

• Routes packets between two 
physically separated TP/FT segments

• Configurable as self-learning switch 
(plug&play) or configured router

• Service pin and diagnostic LED
• Firmware update and network 

diagnostics via LSD tool

Network:
Port 1-2:  TP/FT-10

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Termination:
external for TP/FT segments 
(see below)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 104 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

LS-33CB

LS-333CBLS-333 CB 
LON 3 port router

• Routes packets between three 
physically separated TP/FT segments

• Configurable as self-learning switch 
(plug&play) or configured router

• Service pin and diagnostic LED
• Firmware update and network 

diagnostics via LSD tool

Network:
Port 1-3:  TP/FT-10

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V 

Termination:
external for TP/FT segments 
(see below)

Metrics/Mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 157 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

sistema LT-33 / LT-03 
LON Terminators

• Bus termination for  TP/FT-10 
segments (free topology or line 
topology)

• LT-33 includes 2 termination elements
• LT-03 is equipped with RJ45 jack for 

connecting to NIC interfaces

Versions:
LT-33 for 2 TP/FT-10 segments 
 in free or line topology
LT-03 for 1 TP/FT-10 segment in free
 or line topology, RJ45 jack

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 85(45) x 17 x 60mm
DIN rail mounting

100 033

100 003

24 V AC/DC FTT 10 TD

24 V AC/DC FTT 10 TD

TD

24 V DC FTT 10 TD
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Automationsserver & Netzwerkinfrastruktur

sistema  SV15 
Power supply 24V DC

• Regulated and stabilised power 
supply for  LON devices with  
24V DC operating voltage

• Rated output current: 1.3A
• Short-circuit and overload proof
• High efficiency
• Connectable in parallel

100 150

100 250

Voltage:
primary 120-230V AC, 50/60Hz
secondary 24V DC

Power:
30 W (1.3A secondary)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 90 x 54 x 55mm
DIN rail mounting

sistema  SV25 
Power supply 24V DC

• Regulated and stabilised power 
supply for  LON devices with  
24V DC operating voltage

• Rated output current: 2.5A
• Short-circuit and overload proof
• High efficiency
• Connectable in parallel

Voltage:
primary 120-230V AC, 50/60Hz
secondary 24V DC

Power:
60 W (2.5A secondary)

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 90 x 72 x 55mm
DIN rail mounting

NIC709-USBNIC709-USB100 
LON Interface for USB

• USB interface connecting to LON 
networks via TP/FT-10 segments

• Compatible with LNS applications in 
high-performance LNS/VNI access 
mode

• Simultaneous operation of LNS 
applications and LPA or LSD tools

• Software driver for Windows 10, 8, 7 
and XP

Network:
TP/FT-10 (78kbps)

USB port:
Full speed USB (1.1)

Power supply:
via USB port (5V, <130mA)

Metrics:
(HxWxD) 23 x 69 x 116mm

NIC709-IP3ENIC709-IP3E100 
LON Interface for Ethernet

• LAN interface connecting to LON 
networks via TP/FT-10 segments

• Compatible with LNS applications in 
high-performance LNS/VNI access 
mode

• Simultaneous operation of LNS 
applications and LPA or LSD tools

• Software driver for Windows 10, 8, 7 
and XP

Network:
TP/FT-10 (78kbps)

Ethernet port:
10 Base-T

Power supply:
9-35V DC, 12-24V AC 50/60Hz  
max. 200mA@24V

Metrics/mounting:
(HxWxD) 90(45) x 104 x 60mm 
DIN rail mounting

230 V TD

230 V TD

24 V AC/DC

TDFTT 10

TDFTT 10
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e.control Designer

The creation of one hatched area automatically 
defines a room over 2 segments

Modification of the hatched areas re-defines the 
room setup to two individual rooms

e.control Designer makes changes in area 
usage child‘s play.  

Its graphical and floor plan-oriented user 
interface makes it easy to create, modify or 
move rooms only by mouse click.

•  Extensive function library compliant with VDI 3813

•  Room changes are carried out graphically on a 
building floor plan

•  Graphical user interface permits access to all 
communication-capable field devices 

•  Device status and faults are displayed on the 
user interface

•  Automatic room-by-room assignment of BACnet 
objects to e.control floor controllers

+ Advantages

The e.control Designer makes changes in area usage 
child‘s play. Its graphical user interface makes the 
generation, modification, and moving of floor plans 
easy. Corresponding changes to automation systems are 
handled automatically by the software afterwards. Since 
both the flexible adaptation of room layout as well as 
service to field devices takes place using the floor plan-
oriented user interface, with e.control Designer, Facility 
Management has a powerful tool available.

Simplier than ever

All communications devices at the field level, regardless 
of whether they use DALI, SMI, MP-Bus or EnOcean 
interfaces, are just a mouse click away from the user 
interface. They can be parameterised, tested or replaced 
directly from e.control Designer. Even faults like burnt-
out lights can be identified on the user interface. Since 
the work steps are the same regardless of the protocol in 
use, access is transparent and uniform for the operator 
and does not require any special knowledge of the 
technologies. 

Access to the field level

The e.control Designer has an extensive function library 
of all VDI 3813 room automation functions, supporting 
the creation of a function macro for any room type. 
Even the most demanding of buildings with top energy 
efficiency, such as the main administration complex at 
ThyssenKrupp with a four-digit number of rooms, can be 
graphically modelled and easily operated. 

Extensive function library

e.control Designer even takes data transfer at the 
management level into consideration. To do this, the tool 
manages all e.control floor controllers and automatically 
ensures the room-by-room grouping of all data points 
as BACnet objects. This permits adaptations to the 
management software to be avoided when rooms are 
changed, or at least reduced to the creation of new 
rooms and the deletion of obsolete rooms. 

BACnet entirely automatically
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ALEX 4 
Commissioning software 

• Professional software for system 
design and commissioning of LON 
networks

• Runs as local LNS cl ient or as 
lightweight or fullweight client for 
remote network access, thus multiple 
ALEX can access the same LON 
network concurrently

• Integrated browser for monitoring 
and modifying network variables and 
configuration properties

• Inc ludes  dev ice  manager  for 
fast collecting, downloading and 
managing large numbers of LON 
devices concurrently

• Includes database for device and 
application management

• Auto-backup automatically saves 
o p e n e d  p ro j e c t  d a ta b a s e  i n 
background

• Includes Open LNS server license (IzoT 
Net Server)

• Available Languages:  
English and German

090 042Consisting of:
• ALEX 4
• Open LNS server (IzoT Net Server)

System requirements:
• Windows 10, 8, 7, XP
•  LON network interface for LON TP/

FT-10 segment
•  LAN port (10/100 Base-T) 

for LON/IP or remote access to 
LNS server

092 025
092 050
092 100
092 150
092 200

e.control Designer 
Graphical room management 
software

• Graphical software tool for network 
design and commissioning of e.control 
room automation systems

• Integrated function library for automatic 
binding and parameterisation of all 
e.control devices

• Room layout and functionality can be 
changed graphically

• Enables device management on 
mouse-click: test, reset, online, offline, 
download etc.

• Software runs as local LNS client or 
as lightweight or fullweight client for 
remote network access

• Includes Open LNS server license (IzoT 
Net Server)

• Available languages:  
English and German

e.control Designer 250*
e.control Designer 500*
e.control Designer 1000*
e.control Designer 1500*
e.control Designer 2000*

larger license available on request
 
Consisting of:
• e.control Designer
• Open LNS server (IzoT Net Server)

System requirements:
• Windows 10, 8, 7, XP
• USB port for license dongle
•  LON network interface 

for LON TP/FT-10 segment
•  LAN port (10/100 Base-T) 

for LON/IP or remote access to 
LNS server

*  includes license for the specified number of control devices with LON interface

Demo TD

TD

Commissioning and management software
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OPC Data server, network diagnostics and analysis

LPA
Protocol analyser

• Logging of all network telegrams 
in LON TP/XF1250 and TP/FT-10 
respectively  in LON/IP networks

• Works together with all NIC network 
interfaces, even concurrently to ALEX 
or IPLONGATE

• Allows longtime logging
• Network adresses and variables will be 

interpreted automatically according 
to LNS database names

System requirements:
• Windows 7, Vista, XP 
• NIC interface or
• L-Switch, L-IP

LSD 
Network diagnostic tool

• Col lects  and shows stat ist ical 
information of LON networks during 
operation

• Works together with all NIC network 
interfaces, even concurrently to  ALEX 
or IPLONGATE

• Diagnostics of complete networks 
through L-Switch or L-IP routers

• Supports teleconfiguration, firmware 
upload of L-Switch or L-IP routers

LSD-SW

LPA-SW for TP/XF and TP/FT 
LPA-IP for LON/IP 
 
System requirements:
• Windows 10, 8, 7, XP
• LPA-SW: NIC interface 
• LPA-IP: LAN port (10/100 Base-T)

LPA-SW 
LPA-IP

094 032
094 042 
094 052

IPLONGATE
OPC Data server

• High performance data server 
for  connect ing LON networks 
to supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) or building 
management systems (BMS)

• Connects to LNS server locally or as 
lightweight client over TCP/IP networks 

• OPC® server compliance tested
• Integrated web server
• Up to 20 LNS databases, 3,000 LON 

devices and 11,900 network variables 
manageable per IPLONGATE 

• S u p p o r t s  n e t wo r k  va r i a b l e s , 
configuration properties and monitor 
sets

• Fast project planning and 
administration due to full LNS 
integration

• LNS server license not included*
• Languages: English and German

IPLONGATE open
IPLONGATE 150** 
IPLONGATE 600**

Consisting of:
• IPLONGATE OPC server

System requirements:
• Windows 10, 8, 7, XP
• LNS server
• USB port for license dongle
•  LON network interface 

for LON TP/FT-10 segment
•  LAN port (10/100 Base-T) 

for LON/IP or remote access to 
LNS server

*  Also available with Open LNS server on request. 
**  Such as IPLONGATE open, but limited to 150 respectively 600 LON network variables 
 (can be upgraded)

Demo TD

Demo TD

Demo TD
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